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FROM THE PR TEAM
The University of South Florida’s Advanced Public Relations class
would like to offer a look into our campaign to improve the awareness
and effectiveness of the Rare Disease Clinical Research Network (RDCRN).

The strategies in this campaign have been developed to meet four primary 
goals:

1. Improve the quality of contact with consortia members
2. Standardize frequency of contact with consortia members
3. Increase the number of medical professionals who know about and support 
the RDCRN
4. Improve the usability and appearance of the RDCRN website

Our research has shown that many registry members do not understand
what the RDCRN does, and many physicians are not as familiar with the
registry as they should be.  The registrants do not understand what to
do after they register, and are often left in the dark when no
followup contact is made with them after they join. In addition, the
RDCRN website makes the registration process itself stressful and
confusing, which may have caused a number of potential registry
members to give up on joining.

With the implementation of this campaign, the public relations team
believes that the RDCRN will increase enrollment, improve retention of
current members and build a strong network in the medical community to
support the registry and to drive recruitment.

We hope that the RDCRN staff will take the time to read over the
campaign details enclosed and follow as many of the public relations
team’s suggestions as possible, in order to see the best results.

Sincerely,

Dr. Michael Mitrook’s Advanced Public Relations students
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Executive Summary

The Rare Disease Clinical Research Network 
(RDCRN) is a unique registry that is still fairly 
new in the aspect of medical advance
ments. With no direct competing organiza
!"#$%&'!("%'$#!)*#+),+#-!'#+./$"0/!"#$'(/%'!(1'
potential to excel in the development of 
research and cures for rare diseases.

Created in 2004, the registry has accom
plished what it could under strict guidelines 
due to its past grant cycle. Promotion efforts 
for the RDCRN in the past have been mini
mal, creating a great need and opportunity 
for multimethod promotion. Currently in their 
second grant cycle, RDCRN is now allowed 
2#+1'314"5"6"!7'"$'!(1"+'*8$9!"#$/6"!7:';$'(#,1%'
to grow the registry and receive more grants, 
the network is focusing on ways to advance 
their communication efforts with current and 
potential patients.

One important factor of the network is the 
*8$<"$.'"!'+191"=1%:'>("%'$#!)*#+),+#-!'#+./$"
zation receives its funding through federal 
grants, and the number of patients within the 
consortium determines how the funds are 
distributed. This creates an internal competi
tion because federal funding is more likely 
to fund those consortia that will impact the 
greatest number of patients, rather than the 
more rare diseases that only have a few reg
istered patients. The importance of funding 
for the network ties in with the importance of 
promotion for this registry. This is because the 
greater the acknowledgement of the regis
try, the greater the chances for discovering 
a larger number of patients suffering 
from the rare diseases.

Currently, about 6,000 people are registered 
for the RDCRN, spreading the patient base 
worldwide. Current membership was gained 
solely by word of mouth, giving hope to the 
registry for a broader reach with a greater 
emphasis on communications.

Purpose & Objectives 

Purpose

The Rare Disease Clinical Research Network 
(RDCRN) is made up of 19 distinctive consor
tia that are working to improve:

 Availability of rare disease information
 Treatment
 Clinical studies
 General awareness for both patients and  
 the medical community
 
With improvements being made within the 
network, the RDCRN is seeking to expand its 
registrant base and provide better service 
to current members. The RDCRN has the 
opportunity to provide a greater volume 
of more valuable information to registrants, 
and is searching for ways to improve mem
ber retention by proving its worth to current 
members. Registrants will now be presented 
?"!('51!!1+'%!8<7)%,19"-9'"$*#+2/!"#$'."=1$'
by the RDCRN, and the network recently 
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made alternate enrollment options available, 
allowing consented users to be contacted 
by study staff for screening.
RDCRN is focused on providing uptodate 
information for patients along with assisting in 
connecting patients with:

 Advocacy groups
 Expert doctors
 Clinical trial opportunities

Objectives

The registry has the potential for major 
growth and expansion. To achieve these 
goals, the RDCRN will focus on the following 
objectives:

 Enhance and expand communications
 Grow registry enrollment
 Create value for members
 Earn greater NIH/Sponsor funds

@8++1$!67'!(1'AB@AC'?#+D%'?"!('C;EFG'H*-91'
of Rare Disease Research. The registry is led 
by a steering committee consisting of 19 
representatives, leaders from the RDCRN 
and advocacy group representatives. So far, 
word of mouth has been the primary method 
for expanding the registry and reaching its 
longterm goals. The RDCRN is currently cre
ating a registry kit to help drive membership. 
Along with the registry kit, the registry has 
advocacy groups that help direct potential 
registry members to the website. Since past 
tactics for improvement and expansion have 
been so limited, the registry can expect to 
see major improvements through the stra
tegic implementation of communications 
tactics.
.

Composition

Governance Structure

Jeffrey Krischer, Ph.D. is the director and 
principal investigator of the Rare Diseases 
Clinical Research Network (RDCRN). Rachel 
Richesson, Ph.D. is the coinvestigator. Under 
them are:

 16 clinical research administrators
 14 developers
 15 faculty members
 Five information technology staff 
 Six research associates
 Three quality assurance employees
 Multiple administrative and support staff

In total, there are about 90 people who 
are involved within the entire organiza
tion. Approximately 20 of these employees, 
including project managers who work with 
the consortia, are involved with rare disease 
grant studies in the state of Florida. 

Client Assistance

In order to plan and meet its goals, the 
RDCRN works with the National Institute of 
E1/6!('IC;EJ'/$<'!(1'H*-91'#*'A/+1'B"%1/%1'
Research. In addition, the RDCRN has a 
steering committee and multiple subcommit
tees to assist the RDCRN in reaching its goals.

Relevant Publics 

Relevant publics of the Rare Clinical Diseases 
Research Network include, but are not 
limited to: healthcare professionals, educa
tors, the public, those who suffer from rare 
diseases, as well as their friends and family. 
K"!('!(1'+1."%!+7'51"$.'%,19"-9/667'9+1/!1<'
to inform patients of clinical studies, the 
RDCRN sees it as essential to focus on those 
individuals who are directly dealing with a 
rare disease, as well as advocacy groups. 
The contact registry is not limited to a par
ticular demographic, but rather encourages 
patients from all over the world to join.

Funding

Funding is essential to the productivity and 
development of the Rare Disease Clinical 
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Research Network.  The majority of the 
registry’s grants are received through the 
National Institute of Health, an agency 
administered by the U.S Department of 
Health and Services, which offers the largest 
source of funding for medical research in the 
world

The RDCRN has a U54 grant; a collaborative 
agreement given to research institutions 
to foster communication, innovation and 
highquality research. In 2009, the RDCRN 
received a $17 million grant from NIH that 
?"66'51'/?/+<1<'#=1+'/',1+"#<'#*'-=1'71/+%:'
The new funding is due to the institution 
expanding into phase II and now research 
will explore the natural history, epidemiology, 
diagnosis and treatment of more than 95 
rare diseases.

Dr. Jeffrey Krischer, professor and director 
of the University of South Florida’s Pediatrics 
epidemiology, is a major contributor and has 
"2,6121$!1<'%9"1$!"-9'-$<"$.%'!(/!'(/=1'61<'
to clinical trials being funded through NIH. 
Krischer also serves as the Principal Investi
gator of the RDCRN Data and Technology 
Coordinating Center.  

Through Krischer’s efforts, the RDCRN 
received over $9 million in 2010. That funding 
will help RDCRN provide secure, coordinated 
data management services for collection, 
storage and analysis of diverse data types 
from multiple diseases and geographically 
disparate locations. 
Ultimately, the funding and grants that 
RDCRN receives helps the institution reach 
its goals. Based on the RDCRN biennial 
20062009 report, a minimum of $18 million 
is needed to execute yearly operations of 
research studies. However, a research expan
%"#$'#+',(/%1'+1L8"+1%'/'%".$"-9/$!'/2#8$!'#*'
money that may range over $100 million.

Competitive Frame

The Rare Diseases Clinical Research Network 
is essentially a unique client with no direct 
competing organizations. Being a notfor
,+#-!'96"$"9/6'#+./$"0/!"#$&'"!%'2"%%"#$'"%'!#'
,+#="<1'"!%',856"9%'?"!('51$1-9"/6'%1+="91%'
that aid in the treatment of rare diseases.

While this means there is no direct competi
!"#$&'/%'!(1+1'2".(!'51'?"!('/'*#+),+#-!'#+./
nization seeking to boost sales, the RDCRN 
still faces challenges in which publics may 
resist association or involvement with the 
registry network.

Each of the 19 consortia associated with the 
RDCRN is very diverse in terms of dynamics 
and size, and each has different goals. While 
the client is looking for an overall strategic 
communications plan, it’s still important to 
realize the individuality of each consortium. 
Although the may be great strength in num
bers, the registry’s size and diversity present 
challenges when attempting to address the 
varied needs of the consortia.

Additionally, the RDCRN is federally funded, 
and each grant cycle presents changes in 
funding. The participating consortia com
pete for funding during each cycle, and 
!(1'9#2,1!"!"#$'9/$'51'-1+91:'K("61'%#21'
consortia may receive increased funding, 
some may be completely taken off federal 
funding. Funding is generally based on stud
ies and publications presented by each 
consortium, as well as overall activity and the 
number of registered patients.

The number of patients within a consortium 
+1319!%'/$'"$!1+$/6'9#2,1!"!"#$:'H$1'9#$
sortium, simply because of the nature of the 
disease, will not have as many members as 
another consortium whose disease is more 
widely known. The challenge presented 
here is communicating the value and impor
tance of each consortium, regardless of the 
number of registrants. Never the less, federal 
funding is likely to favor those consortia that 
will impact the greatest number of people.
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CURRENT SITUATION
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This section will explain the current situa
tion of the Rare Diseases Clinical Research 
Network, while highlighting these important 
points:

 The challenge of revamping the website
 The opportunity to do more and be more  
 for its publics
 The opportunity to branch out from found 
 er to take charge of media relations and   
 coverage

In the opinion of the public relations team, 
the RDCRN is not reaching its full potential 
primarily because of the current state of its 
website. The bulk of the RDCRN’s interactions 
and operations with its rare disease patients 
are online, but its current website is clut
tered and lacks the information needed to 
make it a helpful resource and tool for rare 
disease patients and patient advocates. In 
modifying the website, it will be important to 
keep in mind the federal funding received 
by the organization and to abide by rules set 
for federally funded websites, such as the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, which 
requires that all federally funded websites be 
508 Compliant.

The RDCRN also has a special public that 
it reaches and it has the opportunity to do 
more for its rare disease patients than simply 
providing information. This is a key opportu
nity that our public relations campaign will 
address, transforming the organization into 
one that provides support and opportunities 
for discussion while still informing its publics.

Lastly, media relations, publicity and media 
outreach for the RDCRN thus far has been pi
oneered by the National Institutes of Health. 
K("61'/',#!1$!"/6'<"*-986!7&'!("%'M961/$'%6/!1F'
situation puts the RDCRN in a great position 
to branch out from NIH and begin creating 
and using its own media materials and pro
grams.

Through its public relations efforts, the RDCRN 
wants to establish itself as a valuable source 
of information and resources for its regis
trants, potential registrants and the medical 
community in general. Improved marketing 
materials, website layout and communi
cations strategies will assist the network in 
achieving these goals.

Development
 
The Rare Diseases Clinical Research Network 
was founded by the National Institutes of 
Health on November 3, 2003.  To be coordi
nated primarily by two NIH components (the 
H*-91'#*'A/+1'B"%1/%1%'/$<'!(1'C/!"#$/6'
Center for Research Resources), the RDCRN 
was created in response to the Rare Disease 
Act of 2002, which directed NIH to support 
“regional centers of excellence for clinical 
research into, training in, and demonstration 
of diagnostic, prevention, control, and treat
ment methods for rare diseases.” 
The RDCRN began with seven Rare Diseases 
Clinical Research Centers, located in Hous
ton, Texas; Boston, Mass.; Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Washington, D.C.; Cleveland, Ohio; Roches
ter, NY; and New York, NY; and a Data and 
Technology Coordinating Center (renamed 
Data Management and Coordinating Cen
ter), located in Tampa, Fla.

On May 5, 2006, NIH announced the RD
@ACF%'-+%!'96"$"9/6'%!8<"1%'!#'"$=1%!"./!1'/'
variety of rare diseases. The RDCRN received 
-=1)71/+'*8$<"$.'/?/+<%'!#!/6"$.'NOP'2"66"#$&'
enabling the central DMCC and 10 research 
consortia to investigate a variety of diseases 
including, but not limited to: Angelman, Rett, 
PraderWilli syndromes; myelodysplastic syn
drome and other bone marrow failure condi
tions; lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM), rare 
genetic disorders of the airways, and other 
rare lung diseases; episodic ataxia, Ander
senTawil syndrome, and nondystrophic myo
tonias; several vasculitides; urea cycle disor
ders; antiphospholipid syndrome and other 
rare thrombotic diseases; rare pediatric liver 
diseases; and rare genetic steroid defects.
         

8
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On October 5, 2009, NIH announced the 
implementation of a second phase of the 
RDCRN in which 19 consortia and the DMCC 
?1+1'/?/+<1<'-=1)71/+'*8$<"$.'#*'Q8%!'#=1+'
$117 million to explore the natural history, epi
demiology, diagnosis, and treatment of more 
than 95 rare diseases.

The RDCRN is currently in the second year of 
its second grant cycle, during which it has 
been funded to work with 14 new studies 
and consortia. Consortia vie for participation 
funds in each grant cycle and the process is 
highly competitive. The amount of funding 
received is determined by: the number of 
studies and publications completed, overall 
activity, and number of people registered in 
these studies.

Current Position 

The Rare Disease Clinical Research Network 
has several communities on which it focuses 
its communications efforts. Since the Data 
Management and Coordinating Center 
(DMCC) is located in Tampa, the Bay area 
makes up one of its focus communities. How
ever, there is little indication of a relationship 
between RDCRN and the Tampa Bay area, 
which may be due to a lack of awareness 
about the network. There appears to be little 
to no direct community involvement or com
munication with Tampa Bay through media 
or other channels of communication. The 
community’s lack of awareness creates a dis
connect between the RDCRN’s DMCC and 
its Tampa Bay home.

The Rare Disease Registry makes up another, 
albeit digital, community for the organiza
tion. Since the registry and its consortia make 
up an internal public, there is a much stron
ger relationship between the RDCRN and the 
registry. The network connects with registry 
members through emails and newsletters, 
informing members about clinical trial op
portunities and new developments. Though 
there was a recent enhancement that allows 
patients to contact researchers, the current 
method generally leaves little opportunity for 

twoway communication, creating a one
sided relationship with the registry commu
nity. 

The Coalition of Patient Advocacy Groups 
(CPAG) is the third major community with 
which the RDCRN is associated. The two 
groups work together to improve patient 
awareness and help attract members. There 
appears to be a moderately strong, and 
28!8/667'51$1-9"/6&'+16/!"#$%(",'51!?11$'
the network and the advocacy groups that 
drive patients to the registry. 

Direction 

The RDCRN strives to assist in the develop
ment of cures for rare diseases by providing 
a means for researchers to communicate 
with potential clinical trial participants. How
ever, there is a lack of direct communication 
between the registry, consortia, and current 
and potential registrants. This becomes a 
problem, because registry members receive 
6"!!61'51$1-!'*+#2'!(1"+'21251+%(",'?"!(#8!'
any communication. By enhancing com
munication efforts, the RDCRN can provide 
members with valuable information, re
sources and opportunities to participate in 
clinical trials. By serving its current member
ship well, the RDCRN will develop its mem
bers into advocates for the registry and will 
also drive increased enrollment by proving 
itself as an invaluable resource.

Currently, the RDCRN only allows U.S resi
dents to participate in research studies.  Stra
tegic marketing can transform the RDCRN 
into an international organization; however, 
there must be a language and translation 
support system. The enhancement of com
28$"9/!"#$%'9/$'%".$"-9/$!67'"$9+1/%1'
registry enrollment, and may also 
result in international funding oppor
tunities.
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Vision

Ultimately, the RDCRN’s vision can be di
vided into two central themes: increasing 
enrollment and enhancing the value of 
membership. Increasing enrollment in the 
registry is important to its survival, but the 
staff of the RDCRN knows that registrants are 
more valuable if they stay in the registry and 
remain involved.

The RDCRN also recognizes that a well
planned public relations campaign has the 
ability to enhance communications with the 
registry and to create added value for mem
bers. Each of the 19 consortia act indepen
dently of each other and of the RDCRN, so 
the intention would be to create guidelines 
and tools to help the consortia manage their 
own communications with their members.
The RDCRN expects that communications 
1**#+!%'?"66'1$(/$91'!(1'51$1-!'21251+%'+1
ceive from the registry, and will thus increase 
satisfaction and retention. The RDCRN could 
/6%#'51$1-!'*+#2'"2,+#=1<'9#228$"9/!"#$'
with patient advocates, increased pres
ence at national conferences and events, 
and strategic partnerships with other rare 
disease focused organizations. Each of these 
individual tactics would support the goal of 
increasing recruitment to the registry.

Because of the complexities of the publics 
and the diversity of all the consortia 
involved, the communications strat
egy will need to be carefully tar
geted and diverse in its tactics. 
The RDCRN seeks involvement 
and active participation 
from each of its member 
consortia, and realizes 
that goals will only be met 
if all members are kept on 
the same page and a part 
of the same communications 
strategy.

Pitfalls

In today’s Internet age, it is extremely impor
tant for every company, no matter how large 
or small, to establish a presence online. While 
the registry website is functional, it has a few 
problems, relating mainly to its composition 
rather than its content.

The website’s homepage lacks a focal point 
and makes the mistake of placing far too 
much information on the landing page, 
which tends to be intimidating and over
?(162"$.:'>("%'6/7#8!'/6%#'2/D1%'"!'<"*-986!'!#'
convey key messages since there is so much 
information and a lack of hierarchy. While 
"!'"%'-$1'!#'%9+#66'!#'6##D'*#+'!(1'"$*#+2/!"#$&'
users should not have to do this on the home 
page. The home page should be well edited, 
without much more than the company’s mis
sion, latest information and a simple naviga
tion menu.

The domain name also raises issues, mainly 
because it lacks the full RDCRN name 
/$<'"%'<"*-986!'!#'+1212
ber. The site naviga
tion is bland and 
poorly orga
nized, 
mak



"$.'"!'<"*-986!'*#+'="%"!#+%'!#'-.8+1'#8!'?(1+1'
!#'96"9D'!#'-$<'?(/!'!(17'$11<:'>(1'D17'!#'/'
good website it ease of use, and the public 
relations team believes that small changes 
to the organization and layout of the RDCRN 
website have the potential to make a huge 
difference for the registry.

In terms of the registry itself, the RDCRN is 
labeled a “network,” but is not living up to its 
full potential as such. While patients can join 
the registry to participate in research studies 
and receive other information, the network 
is capable of more. It would be possible to 
create a real network that allows patients to 
reach out to one other and share stories, pro
viding social support they may not be able 
!#'-$<'"$'!(1"+'(#21!#?$:'>("%'?#86<'9+1/!1'
/$<'/<<1<'51$1-!'*#+'+1."%!+/$!%'/$<'?#86<'
6"D167'+1%86!'"$'(".(1+'1$+#6621$!'-.8+1%:

COHESIVE 
DESIGN
SIMPLE 

ACCESS
PERSONAL 

STORIES
LOCAL 
FOCUS

EASY NAVIGATION
CONSORTIA 

INTEGRATION
INSPIRATIONAL 

MESSAGES+
AMAZING

WEBSITE
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RESEARCH REPORT
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Research for the Rare Disease Clinical Re
search Network was conducted using three 
survey methods: a multiplechoice survey for 
both physicians and patients, a website us
ability test, and a focus group of advocacy 
leaders. The sections below offer a summary 
#*'#8+'-$<"$.%:

Patient Findings
!!"#$%&$'"()*+,"-*'".)$(/,&$0"1)"2%%")/13""4)1"&$"
.5*)$)%)0&.-%")*6'*3

 Want more communication from their con
,)*1&/+3

 Many patients did not understand how to 
/,'"15'"*'0&,1*73"

 Many believed they were automatically 
registered for clinical trials after they regis
1'*'6"8&15"15'"9:;943

Physician Findings
 52% of physicians surveyed were only 
somewhat familiar with the RDCRN’s contact 
*'0&,1*73

 Almost 30% said they were not familiar with 
15'"9:;94<,".)$1-.1"*'0&,1*7"-1"-%%3

 Most physicians do not currently provide 
.)$1-.1"+-1'*&-%,"1)"15'&*"=-1&'$1,3

 Most said they would use the RDCRN’s reg
&,1*7"&("(-+&%&-*"8&15"&13

 Almost 70% of physicians said they would 
=-,,")/1">*).5/*',"&$"15'")(2.'3

 86% of physicians also said they would pro
+)1'"&1"15*)/05"8)*6")("+)/153

 Usefulness of the RDCRN is unclear to 
+-$7"=57,&.&-$,3

!!"?57,&.&-$,"(''%")@'*85'%+'6"8&15"'+-&%,3

Focus Group Findings
!!"?-1&'$1,"6)$<1",''"5)8"15'"9:;94">'$'21,"
15'+3

 Patients don’t see real world application, 
)$%7"6-1-3

 Researchers would like more support re
.*/&1&$0"$'8"+'+>'*,3

 Researchers would like more patient reten
1&)$"8&15&$"15'"9:;943

 More frequent communication with each 
.)$,)*1&/+"&,"$'.',,-*73

Usability Test Findings
 There was too much information clogged 
1)0'15'*3

!!"A5'"8'>,&1'"&,"6&,)*0-$&B'63

!!"A5'"*'0&,1*7"%&$C"&,"6&(2./%1"1)"2$6D"8&15">)15"
=-*1&.&=-$1,"1-C&$0"$'-*%7"E"+&$/1',"1)"2$6"&13

Statement of the Problem

The Rare Disease Clinical Research Network 
(RDCRN) aims to expand its rare disease 
registry while simultaneously strengthening its 
relationships with currently registered mem
51+%'!#'*86-66'!(1'86!"2/!1'.#/6'#*'<"%9#=1+"$.'
cures for rare diseases.  

Current problems include:

 lack of communication between publics

 limited patient use of registry

 the unique challenge of connecting with 
people with rare diseases

 lack of two way communication

 inadequate and outdated communication 
and information dispersion

Through our research, we sought to discover 
what issues currently affect the RDCRN and 
what improvements can be made to:
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 increase member satisfaction

 make recruitment efforts more effective

 increase website usability 

Answering research questions surrounding 
these ideas allowed us to select communica
tions tactics best suited for the RDCRN. Our 
research suggests that the RDCRN has the 
potential for great improvement and expan
sion of services.

After meeting with the RDCRN, determining 
the its current problems and getting an idea 
of the network’s desired outcome, we devel
oped the following goals:  
      

F3"G+=*)@'"15'"H/-%&17")(".)$1-.1"8&15".)$
sortia members

E3"I1-$6-*6&B'"(*'H/'$.7")(".)$1-.1"8&15"
consortia members

J3"G$.*'-,'"15'"$/+>'*")("+'6&.-%"=*)(',
sionals who know about and support the 
RDCRN

K3"G+=*)@'"15'"/,->&%&17"-$6"-=='-*-$.'")("
the RDCRN website

G"$91'!(1'AB@AC'"%'/'$#$),+#-!'#+./$"0/!"#$&'
promotion, rather than advertising, would be 
more important for the network. The public 
relations team suggests using websites, such 
as www.helpareporterout.com, to monitor 
the media for potential feature story oppor
tunities. The public relations team also sug
gests creating partnerships with other related 
organizations during events to spread the 
word about the registry.

The RDCRN is looking to strengthen relation
ships with registered members while effec
tively expanding the registry to a worldwide 
population. A broadened registry and open 
communication would enable the RDCRN 
to gather more information on rare diseases. 
>(1'21251+%'?"66'+1/,'!(1'51$1-!%'#*'!(1%1'
efforts, as the increased registrant pool will 
open doors for members to communicate 
with physicians, researchers and other mem
bers. Increased information acquired by the 

RDCRN will generate a better understanding 
#*'+/+1'<"%1/%1%'/$<',1+(/,%'(16,'"$'-$<"$.'
cures.

The public relations team believes that the 
RDCRN has not expanded to its full potential 
due to lack of communication between its 
publics and limited medium use. The network 
(/%'*/91<'<"*-986!7'"$'+16/!"#$%(",'58"6<"$.'
and growth due to the small population who 
are affected by rare diseases. With such a 
limited audience, twoway communication 
519#21%'2#+1'<"*-986!:'R/9D"$.'!?#)?/7'
communication in this case leaves members 
searching to contact the RDCRN instead 
of the RDCRN reaching out to its audience.  
People with rare diseases would feel more 
trusting of the network and would be reas
sured that the RDCRN has their best interests 
at heart if they were being sought out by the 
organization. This provides reassurance that 
the RDCRN genuinely cares and is eager to 
help people with rare diseases.

The issue of inadequate and outdated com
munication and information dispersion is a 
disadvantage to both the RDCRN and its 
members. Improving these areas will ac
complish the RDCRN’s goals of enhancing 
communication between members, and 
expanding member and physician data and 
international recruitment. Improving commu
nication will also assist in connecting patients 
with advocacy groups, expert doctors and 
clinical research opportunities; members will  
get the latest medical information faster.

Phenomenon Observed

The RDCRN currently serves people suffer
ing from rare diseases. However, their friends, 
families and community members have not 
been made target audiences. As a group, 
we have observed that the registry has a 
vast amount of potential to serve and edu
cate more individuals. We also believe 
that the registry has the ability to 
reach more potential members by 
improving relationships with medical 
professionals, who are the primary 
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recruiters for the registry.

!"#"$%&'(&)#*+",*

Answering our questions has allowed us to 
58"6<'/'9/2,/".$'!#'51%!'-!'?(/!'!(1'AB@AC'
needs and wants to accomplish. Our cam
paign is built upon the foundation laid by the 
results of our research, and it is tailored to ad
dress the RDCRN’s goals of increased enroll
ment. Also, it will settle any problems current 
members have with the RDCRN, which will 
improve member retention and participa
tion. We have used our research results to 
analyze which communication practices 
have been effective for the RDCRN, which 
areas of communication need improvement 
and which tactics need to be added into 
the RDCRN’s communication strategies. 

RELATIONSHIPS
UNITE THE

PUZZLE PIECES



RELATIONSHIPS
UNITE THE
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PLANS, GOALS &
OBJECTIVES
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The Rare Disease Clinical Research Net
work’s main struggle is with communicating 
effectively with both consortia members and 
medical professionals. The RDCRN’s website 
/6%#'$11<%'"2,+#=121$!&'/%'"!'"%'<"*-986!'!#'
navigate. Due to the weak relationships be
tween the consortia, medical professionals 
and the RDCRN, there are no standards set 
to ensure consortia members are contacted 
regularly with engaging and constructive 
information.

The RDCRN’s main objective is to increase 
enrollment in the registry. To accomplish this, 
we hope to improve upon current communi
cation efforts, as well as to make recommen
dations for improving the website’s usability 
and appearance. The main objective of 
increasing enrollment will be measured by 
the number of consortia members at the 
start of the campaign and the end of the 
campaign.

The use of various research tools, includ
ing surveys, focus groups and usability tests, 
will help to decide the best ways to com
municate with both the consortia members 
and medical physicians. End results will help 
determine the amount of contact and type 
of content the consortia members would like 
to receive, help generate marketing materi
als to share with physicians, and determine 
what is not clear on how to use the RDCRN 
website.

Statement of Policy and Intent

Problems to address:

1Communication with consortia 

members

The RDCRN’s consortia have extremely 
varied contact with their members. Many 
consortia contact members less than twice 
per year. This lack of contact reduces the 

51$1-!'#*'Q#"$"$.'/$<'%!/7"$.'?"!('/'
consortium. The RDCRN’s various 
consortia need a set of minimum 
contact standards to guide their 
communications.

2Communication with medical pro

fessionals

Medical professionals are essential for con
necting the RDCRN to potential members. 
Currently, the materials used to inform medi
cal professionals about the RDCRN are out
dated and lack personality. Also, strategies 
for reaching out to medical professionals are 
unclear. The public relations team would like 
to prepare a strategic plan for the RDCRN to 
network with medical professionals through 
marketing materials, national events and the 
Internet.

3Website

>(1'AB@AC'?15%"!1'"%'!(1'-+%!'!("$.',#!1$
tial members encounter when attempting to 
join a consortia. Being the face of the RD
CRN, the website should be easy to navigate 
and understand, and should also commu
nicate that the RDCRN is a wellestablished 
and trustworthy organization. Currently, the 
website does none of these things. The land
"$.',/.1'"%'968!!1+1<&'<"%#+./$"01<'/$<'<"*-
cult to read, which immediately frustrates visi
tors. Usability testing has shown the site to be 
%#'"++"!/!"$.'/$<'<"*-986!'!#'8%1'!(/!'"!'9#86<'
very feasibly prevent potential members from 
joining the RDCRN. For this reason, the public 
relations team considers reorganizing and 
restructuring the website to be a high priority 
within the campaign.

Campaign Goals

This campaign is based off of four primary goals:

F3"G+=*)@'"15'"H/-%&17")(".)$1-.1"8&15
 consortia members
E3"I1-$6-*6&B'"(*'H/'$.7")(".)$1-.1"8&15
 consortia members
J3"G$.*'-,'"15'"$/+>'*")("+'6&.-%
 professionals who know about and support  
 the RDCRN
K3"G+=*)@'"15'"/,->&%&17"-$6"-=='-*-$.'")(""
 the RDCRN website

The public relations team believes that the four main 
goals listed above will accomplish the client’s objective 
of increasing enrollment in the RDCRN’s various consortia.
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Overall Plan

The overall plan of the public relations 

team is to:

1Use the survey of consortia members to 
create a communication plan for the 

@-*&)/,".)$,)*1&-3"A5&,"=%-$"8&%%")/1%&$'"-$
nual minimum contact levels and will provide 
sample emails to assist researchers in gener
-1&$0".)$1'$13

2Use data collected from the focus group 
with consortia leaders and medical pro

fessionals to generate new marketing ma
terials for the RDCRN to share with medical 
=*)(',,&)$-%,3

3Rework marketing materials into a poten
tialmember kit for physicians and patient 

advocates to offer to patients who might 
>'$'21"(*)+"+'+>'*,5&="&$"15'"9:;943"A5&,"
kit would explain the purpose of the RDCRN 
and offer general information about the reg
&,1*7"-$6",)+'")("&1,"%-*0'*".)$,)*1&-3

4Create a national event listing for the next 
several years for the client to use for pro

+)1&$0"15'"9:;943"A5'".%&'$1".)/%6"'&15'*"
plan to attend the events, send representa
tives, send information to event coordinators 
to share with attendees, or even volunteer 
1)",='-C"-1"15'"'@'$1,3"L$7")("15','")=1&)$,"
would provide increased exposure to both 
medical professionals and potential registry 
+'+>'*,3

5Put together suggestions for website im
provements for the client to share with its 

8'>"6'@'%)='*,3"A5','",/00',1&)$,"8)/%6"
be based off of observations of the public 
relations team and the results of two usability 
1',1,3

Achieving Our Goals

The plans of the public relations team to cre
ate a set communications plan for various 
consortia, to create national event listings 
and to build a potential member kit all di
rectly relate to the RDCRN’s goals to improve 
the quality and frequency of contact with 
consortia members.

Plans to generate new marketing materi
als and create national event listings will 
increase the quality and frequency of com
munication with medical professionals. 
These plans will also increase exposure to 
the RDCRN and help to increase the number 
of medical professionals who support the 
RDCRN and recommend the registry to their 
patients.

If utilized by the RDCRN, website improve
ment suggestions will help to improve the 
usability and appearance of the website.

Rationale

The plan created by the public relations 
team is built to achieve the goals of the RD
CRN.   Our recommendations are based off 
of a number of “best practices” we have ob
served and also the results of our research. 
The research indicates that improving in
formation quality and contact frequency 
between consortia and members, increas
ing physician awareness about the registry 
through development and distribution of 
communicative materials and improvement 
of the usability of the registry’s website will all 
contribute to the primary goal of increasing 
enrollment in the registry. These changes will 
also assist in retaining current members.

Overall Theme

The overall theme of the plan is to create a 
greater awareness of the registry in order to 
increase the number of registrants. Building 
relationships with medical professionals will 
help to draw in new members for the consor
tia, and improving communication between 
the consortia and their members will encour
age more active involvement of members. 
We believe that happier, more 
%/!"%-1<'21251+%'?"66'+1%86!'"$'
greater trust in the consortia and 
increased participation in medi
cal trials and studies.
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Contribution to
Organizational Goals

Goals of the Organization

The client’s main goal is to increase enroll
ment in the RDCRN’s various consortia, 
?("9('?"66'/66#?'+1%1/+9(1+%'!#'-66'96"$"9/6'
trials, as well as create an added value for 
registry members and consortia leaders. Sec
ondary goals of the client include strength
ening its relationship with current members, 
improving registry member satisfaction and 
increasing awareness of the RDCRN among 
medical professionals.

Support of Organization Goals

Our public relations plan has been designed 
%,19"-9/667'/+#8$<'!(1',+"2/+7'/$<'%19#$<
ary goals of the RDCRN. The plan focuses on 
the RDCRN’s goal of increasing enrollment, 
as well as improving communication and 
relationships with those currently enrolled 
in the program. It also involves strategies 
for increasing RDCRN communication and 
awareness throughout the medical commu
nity, which contributes to the client’s primary 
goal of a membership increase.

Desired Results

As a result of our public relations plan, we 
hope to meet the objectives constructed 
from our four main goals. We would like to 
improve the quality of the RDCRN’s contact 
and communication with consortia mem
bers. This includes increasing the amount of 
information being sent to members, the fre
quency with which these members are be
ing contacted and the members’ awareness 
of other members with the same or similar 
rare diseases.

We would also like to see an increase in the 
number of physicians who know and sup

port the RDCRN. Physicians play a 
crucial role in recruiting members 
for the consortia because they 
have the trust of their patients. 
With physician support, the reg

istry will be able to accomplish its goals of 
increasing membership and contributions to 
distributed information.

We have hopes to also see improvement 
in the usability and appearance of the RD
CRN’s website. We suggest that the RDCRN 
condense information and text on pages 
so the information is presented more clearly 
and the registration process for new mem
bers becomes much simpler. Better function
ality of the website can increase the number 
of members registering and returning for ad
ditional information and updates.

Statement of the Objectives

1
st Objective

The primary objective of this campaign is 
to increase the membership of the RDCRN. 
The public relations team hopes to see a 20 
percent improvement in the monthly registra
!"#$'+/!1'/*!1+'!(1'9#2,61!"#$'#*'!(1'-+%!'71/+'
of the communications campaign. Increas
ing membership will help the organization 
reach more potential participants for clinical 
trials and medical studies, which will help 
1/9('9#$%#+!"82',+#.+1%%'!#?/+<%'-$<"$.'/'
cure for its rare disease of focus. While it is im
possible to reach every person suffering from 
each rare disease, it is important to reach as 
many people as possible. 

2
nd Objective

The second objective is to improve the 
communication efforts between the RDCRN 
/$<'"!%',856"9%'57'!(1'1$<'#*'!(1'-+%!'71/+'#*'
the communications campaign. The public 
relations team would like to see one con
tact per month between each consortium 
and its registrants, and would also like to see 
the majority of registrants rate themselves 
/%'S=1+7'%/!"%-1<T'?"!('!(1'%1+="91%',+#="<1<'
by their consortium and the RDCRN during 
the postcampaign survey. The RDCRN relies 
#$'"!%'9#$%#+!"/'21251+%'!#'-66'96"$"9/6'!+"/6%'
and medical studies and to provide insight 
into the diseases from a patient perspective. 
If the organization does not maintain good 
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communication with its members, registry 
members will be less likely to actively partici
pate and offer their insights. 

3
rd Objective

The third objective is to create a 100 
percent increase the number of medical 
professionals who know about and support 
!(1'AB@AC'57'!(1'9#$968%"#$'#*'!(1'-+%!'71/+'
of the communications campaign, as mea
sured by the number of medical facilities 
actively displaying or offering the RDCRN’s 
marketing materials. Improving this aspect is 
critical for the success of the RDCRN and the 
campaign, because this is one of the weak
est areas for the organization since no formal 
guidelines exist for reaching out to physi
cians. If the RDCRN meet this objective, it will 
see a direct correlation between increase in 
physician involvement and increase in mem
ber registration. The success of this portion of 
the campaign can be measured by com
paring the number of medical professionals 
who supported the organization before the 
campaign started and comparing it to the 
number of medical professionals supporting 
the organization after the campaign is com
pleted. 

4
th Objective

>(1'-$/6'#5Q19!"=1'"%'!#'"2,+#=1'!(1'8%/5"6
ity and appearance of the RDCRN website, 
%#'!(/!'-$<"$.'!(1'+1."%!+7'6"$D'!/D1%'61%%'!(/$'
60 seconds in a usability test setting. Once 
the website has been updated and the 
improvements have been made, a second 
usability test will be conducted to determine 
"*'!(1'9(/$.1%'2/<1'?1+1'51$1-9"/6:';$'#+
der to receive accurate results, participants 
?(#'!##D'!(1'8%/5"6"!7'!1%!'!(1'-+%!'!"21'?#86<'
be asked to take the test a second time. It 
would need to be taken into account that 
these individuals will be able to navigate the 
website more easily upon second exposure, 
even if no constructive changes are made.

Once the campaign has successfully begun, 
"!'2/7'51'51$1-9"/6'!#'9+1/!1'/$<'<"%!+"5
ute a midpoint survey to both the consortia 
members and medical professionals. Receiv

ing feedback from the surveys would give 
the RDCRN an opportunity to evaluate its 
progress and discern whether its efforts are 
having the desired effect. If the midpoint 
evaluation shows that the campaign is help
ing the RDCRN to progress towards its goals, 
the registry may choose to devote more 
time, effort and money to implementing the 
plan to its fullest possible extent. If the mid
point evaluation reveals that changes are 
not being received well, the RDCRN may de
cide to conduct more extensive research to 
<1!1+2"$1'2#+1'%,19"-9/667'?(1+1'"2,+#=1
ments to their communication practices 
would provide the desired results.
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>(1'AB@ACF%'2#%!',+1%%"$.'"%%81'"%'1*-9"1$!'
communication with its publics. Consortia 
have no structure to guide contact with their 
21251+%&',#!1$!"/6'+1."%!+/$!%'/+1'<"*-986!'
!#'-$<'/$<'9#$%#+!"/'61/<1+%'/+1'#*!1$'$#!'
aware that they have any resources avail
able from the RDCRN.  To correct these 
problems, the public relations team has 
divided the RDCRN’s target audiences into 
three sections: professional publics, general 
publics, and internal publics.

Professional publics include all medical pro
fessionals, who have the potential to be a 
valuable resource for recruiting new registry 
members because of their relationships with 
patients. General publics include potential 
registrants, their friends and family and sup
port groups. These publics may not have 
medical knowledge, but they have great 
need for uptodate and useful information 
about the diseases that affect them, their 
friends and family and their members. Finally, 
internal publics include RDCRN registrants, 
the consortia leaders, and all other persons 
involved with the daily goingson of the 
RDCRN. It is vital for these publics to remain 
connected to one another for purposes of 
28!8/6'51$1-!'/$<'"$'#+<1+'!#'+1!/"$'+1."%!+7'
members.

Publics Addressed
Professional Publics

 Physicians/Disease Specialists 
>(1'2#%!'"$381$!"/6',+#*1%%"#$/6',856"9'"%'
,(7%"9"/$%&'/$<'2#+1'%,19"-9/667&'%,19"/6
ists who deal with certain diseases within the 
consortia that the network supports. Reach
ing out to doctors and disease specialists is 
vital to the success of the campaign primar
"67'519/8%1'!(17'"$!1+/9!'?"!('/$<'"$381$91'
potential members. Patients look to this 
public for guidance and resources, making 
physicians and specialists the most cred

ible recruitment tool for the RDCRN. 
This public works with the patients 
-+%!)(/$<&'/$<'"%'!(1'-+%!',#"$!)#*)
contact for recruiting members 
for the RDCRN.

--&."/0123&4($1"&5%2((
The nurses and administrative staff of medi
9/6'*/9"6"!"1%'9/$'51'/$'"$381$!"/6',+#*1%%"#$/6'
public to reach out to for our campaign.  This 
group can echo the information given to 
doctors about the RDCRN so that the doc
!#+%'/+1$F!'!(1'#$67',856"9'"$'!(1'21<"9/6'-16<'
knowledgeable about the registry and what 
it has to offer.

Targeting nurses, in conjunction with doctors, 
?#86<'2#%!'51$1-!'!(1',/!"1$!%:'';*'/'<#9!#+'
is unaware of the RDCRN, then the patient’s 
second facetoface medical resource will 
be their nurse.  The nurses can also help to 
inform other medical personnel, which will 
create an even greater network of recruiters 
for the RDCRN.

The administrative staff can also be a very 
"$381$!"/6',856"9'!#'!/+.1!'519/8%1'#*'!(1'
authority they have in a medical facility.  By 
making the administrative staff aware of 
!(1'AB@AC'/$<'!(1'51$1-!%'#*'519#2"$.'/'
member, the staff can distribute information 
about the registry to the doctors and nurses 
so they can share that information with their 
patients.  

General Publics

 Support Groups
Support groups should be targeted because 
not all of the medical professionals are di
recting their patients to the RDCRN.  Patients 
join support groups for many reasons, but 
mainly because they want to connect with 
other individuals having a similar experience, 
to share information and have a supportive 
environment. Many individuals living with a 
rare disease are unaware of a clinical trial 
until they have heard about it through word
ofmouth via other support group members. 
It is essential to reach out to these members, 
since they may see the patients more than 
physicians do, and because support group 
leaders may often serve as an authoritative 
resource for patients. 
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Due the vast number of rare diseases and 
the fact that some diseases are rarer than 
#!(1+%&'"!'2/7'51'<"*-986!'!#'-$<'1$#8.('"$
dividuals to establish a support group. How
ever, the Internet has brought together peo
ple with rare diseases from around the world 
in a way that wasn’t possible before, and we 
can target support groups on a global level. 
As the support groups can direct individuals 
to the RDCRN, the RDCRN can direct individ
uals to support groups as well. 

 Potential Registrants
U#!1$!"/6'+1."%!+/$!%'/+1'/'<"*-986!'58!'="!/6'
public to reach. For each new member that 
is added to the registry, the patient consor
tium grows larger, creating more opportuni
ties to participate in clinical research studies 
for that consortium, as well as bringing more 
/!!1$!"#$'!#'!(/!'%,19"-9'<"%1/%1:'C1?'+1."%
trants are arguably the most important public 
for the RDCRN to reach, but will most likely 
be contacted indirectly, through medical 
professionals and support groups.

 Families and Friends of Potential Registrants
It is important to reach out to families and 
friends of potential registrants along with the 
patients themselves, as these people serve 
as the supporting network for many rare 
disease patients. By reaching out to families 
and friends, the RDCRN will create an even 
larger network of informed individuals who 
can spread the word about the registry and 
its services.

Internal Publics

 Current RDCRN Members
Current members of the RDCRN are 
perhaps the most important inter
nal pubic to consider. They serve 
as the core of the RDCRN and, 
if the core is content and feels 
that communication is serv
ing them well, then they will 
spread the word. No market
ing or public relations tactic 
can generate more aware
ness than genuine thirdparty 
endorsements.

Being that this group is so important, it is 
important to understand what it wants, what 
"!'$11<%'/$<'?(/!'?#86<'%,19"-9/667'*86-66'
its needs. Once these needs are met, this 
.+#8,'?"66'51'!(1'=1+7'"$381$!"/6'"$'%1+="$.'
the RDCRN and its mission of gaining new 
registrants.

 Families and Friends of Members
The friends and family members of current 
registrants are almost as important as the 
current registrants themselves. Friends and 
family supplement the word of mouth mar
keting that is key in gaining new registrants 
for the RDCRN. Although the friends and 
family members are not the ones receiving 
the treatment or newsletters, they are in di
rect contact with the patients every step of 
the way. It is important that the registry treat 
friends and family of current residents with 
compassion, care and respect.
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Strategies
Reaching Potential Registrants

By using a combination of both media and 
word of mouth channels to provide aware
ness and stress the importance of the RD
CRN, more potential members will become 
aware of its existence. Reaching out and 
using rhetorical appeals that combine both 
emotional and logical substance will per
suade potential members to join. Using Aris
totle’s idea of persuasion (ethos, pathos, and 
logos), potential members will be persuaded 
to join because they will: 

 see joining as the right thing to do

 feel emotionally motivated to join    
because they feel that someone other than 
15'+,'%@',"+&051">'$'21"(*)+"15-1">'5-@&)*

 think that joining is logical and that it simply 
makes sense to do so 

Media Relationships

G"$91'!(1'AB@AC'"%'/'$#$),+#-!'#+./$"0/
tion, building partnerships with local and 
national newspapers or broadcast compa
$"1%'?"66'51$1-!'!(1'#+./$"0/!"#$:'V8"6<"$.'
these relationships will help when the RDCRN 
needs to distribute news or promote the 
registry. Most media outlets have community 
service polices that can yield free publicity 
for an organization such as the RDCRN. Tak
ing advantage of these policies, and doing 
so consistently, can foster relationships with 
reporters and media personalities that will 
potentially create more awareness for the 
organization.

Press Releases

In utilizing these various media, the RDCRN 
can produce several forms of materials that 
will generate awareness for the organization. 
Press releases announcing any new devel

#,21$!%&'-$<"$.%'#+'6/+.1+'96"$"9/6'!+"/6%'
can be sent to both local and na
tional publications. Press releases 
may also be sent to consortia 
to be featured as stories in their 

newsletters as a way to remind patients of 
the registry and encourage them to remain 
involved. These releases should be distributed 
regularly, such as monthly or quarterly, and 
should focus on being timely, relevant and 
compelling. Focusing on awareness months 
for individual rare diseases and making them 
the focus of the releases may be one way to 
pique the interest of reporters.

VNRs and PSAs

Outside of traditional press releases, the RD
CRN can produce video news releases and 
public service announcements for broad
casting new developments and member
ship recruitment messages. The video news 
releases can be produced to convey break
ing news to potential members or serve as 
feature stories, and public service announce
ments can use a catchy opener to simply 
direct rare disease patients to the registry 
website. In addition, news websites can be 
utilized, as they often allow postings of vari
ous events on their websites, creating a cost
1*-9"1$!'*#+82'*#+'/<=1+!"%"$.'6#9/6'1=1$!%'
and/or studies. 

!"#$%&'%()*%'$+',-%#$.
The RDCRN can also produce informational 
/+!"961%'!#'51'<"%!+"58!1<'!#'/8<"1$91)%,19"-9'
magazines, journals and online publications, 
such as a news wire or specialized websites 
about family health, etc. These articles can 
be distributed monthly or bimonthly, high
lighting only one rare disease or a group of 
related rare diseases each time. They can 
point the reader to the appropriate consor
tia for further information, and the RDCRN 
can be listed as the distributor, with RDCRN 
contact and website information included. 
The articles can usually be scheduled with a 
publication ahead of time based on the edi
torial calendar the publication has in place. 
These articles will help inform readers of the 
publications about the RDCRN, and will help 
to establish the registry and its consortia as 
61/<"$.'/8!(#+"!"1%'"$'!(1'-16<'#*'+/+1'<"%1/%1'
research.
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Print/ Digital Materials

Stories placed by the registry in an audi
1$91)%,19"-9'2/./0"$1'?#86<'#**1+'9#228
$"9/!"#$'<"+19!67'!#'/'%,19"-9'!/+.1!'.+#8,:'
W8<"1$91)%,19"-9'2/./0"$1%'?#86<'51'
easier to place stories in and magazines in 
general tend to have a longer shelf life when 
compared to other types of print media, as 
well as greater passalong readership (when 
readers get the publication secondhand 
and without having to purchase it, such as 
?(1$',/!"1$!%'3",'!(+#8.('2/./0"$1%'"$'!(1'
?/"!"$.'+##2'#*'/'<#9!#+F%'#*-91J:

Because the RDCRN has a limited amount 
of informational print materials available 
to its publics, its website serves as the pub
lics’ main source of information. The RDCRN 
needs to make all informational material (in 
both print and digital form) available online 
and also in other languages. This will make 
the registry more accessible to a larger pop
ulation, which will lead to a growth in registry 
enrollment. 

Community Involvement

In addition to building partnerships with me
dia outlets, creating opportunities for the 
RDCRN’s community involvement will help 
grow awareness and membership for the 
registry. Being involved and active in the 
community through various mediums, such 
as community events, will help build credibil
ity and reach out to publics that may have 
not been made aware of the RDCRN. De
pending upon the type of event, the RDCRN 
can sponsor a booth, person participating in 
a walk, etc., to raise awareness of the regis
try. It is also possible for the registry to spon
sor its own event, such as a softball game, 
5K or other familyfriendly event, to attract 
registrants and build community support. For 
events and opportunities that the RDCRN 
may not be able to attend, a liaison may be 
considered to represent the registry.

Communicating with Current Members
By using a combination of interactive media 
such as surveys, and inperson communi
cation programs such as focus groups, the 
RDCRN can receive direct feedback from 

its members that can be used to increase 
and improve its communications efforts. 
Conducting these various research methods 
and enabling twoway communication will 
further improve the functionality of the reg
istry and its relationships with its patients and 
consortia. The more information the registry is 
able to extract from the feedback, the eas
ier it will be for the registry to pinpoint exactly 
how it can better serve its patients and con
sortia. 

Social Media

Social media can be an effective tool in 
keeping in touch with current members 
because of its speed, ease of use and facili
tation of twoway communication. Creating 
pages on Facebook and Twitter would allow 
for communicating the most current infor
mation and would also serve as a forum for 
twoway communication with those who are 
connected with the registry through these 
outlets. Users can comment on posts, send 
messages or share their own ideas with the 
registry on these sites. It may be possible to 
ask the consortia that have social network
ing sites to add a link to the RDCRN network
ing sites in order to create cohesion and an 
even larger forum for communication. 

Newsletters

Newsletters are also a great way to stay in 
contact with current registrants and keep 
them uptodate with ongoing projects, new 
developments and the latest registry news. 
These newsletters can also include feature 
stories, like a motivational piece about a 
patient or an inspirational message, to help 
patients feel as though they’re not forgot
ten. Sending these to the registrants on a 
monthly or quarterly basis will help them feel 
as though they are being com
municated with regularly instead 
of only once or twice a year.
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Communicating with the Consortia

Communicating with the consortia is vital 
to retaining the current membership of the 
registry. If the RDCRN becomes proactive 
in its communication with its consortia, con
sortia will likely mirror that behavior with their 
members, making them more likely to remain 
interested and involved. This would result in 
a more positive relationship between mem
bers, their consortium and the RDCRN. 

Reaching the Medical Audience

Another public that is critical in raising 
awareness and directing rare disease pa
tients to the registry is the group of individu
/6%'!(/!'9#2,+"%1'!(1'21<"9/6'-16<X'<#9!#+%&'
nurses, physicians assistants, etc. This public 
works oneonone with patients and is a 
critical source of information, as they can 
serve as a direct link between the patient 
and the registry by making patients aware 
of and referring them to the registry. In order 
to reach the medical audience on a profes
sional level, it is important to create materials 
!/"6#+1<'!#'!(12'%,19"-9/667:'

Case Studies 

H$1'?/7'#*'!/"6#+"$.'2/!1+"/6%'%,19"-9/667'!#
ward the medical audience is by providing 
case studies. These can either be tangible 
(paper form) or in electronic form and can 
be sent to the physicians on a quarterly ba
sis. By including a boilerplate with biographi
cal information about the RDCRN in each 
study, physicians will be constantly reminded 
of who is providing the information; this will 
allow for consistent awareness of the registry. 
In order to keep the medical audience inter
ested, it is important to focus the studies on a 
variety of topics such as:

 Success stories: focusing on one or two 
patients whose lives have been changed 

6/'"1)"15'"8)*C")("15'"9:;943"A5','"
can include those who have taken 
part in a clinical study, found oth
ers with their rare disease through 

the registry or any other story that is patient
.'$1*&.3"A5&,"8&%%"=*)@&6'"-"1',1&+)$&-%"()*"15'"
work that the RDCRN does and how that 
8)*C"5'%=,"=-1&'$1,3

!!"9-*'"6&,'-,',M"=/11&$0"-"()./,")$"-",='.&2."
rare disease draws attention to a medical 
issue that has little exposure on an everyday 
>-,&,3"A5'"/$&H/'$',,")("15'"1)=&.".-$"5'%="
the case study bypass the noise of the typi
cal medical issues frequently seen, piquing 
interest and increasing the chances of posi
1&@'"'N=),/*'"1)"15&,"=/>%&.3"#$.'"=57,&.&-$,"
and the public become more aware, the dis
ease can be recognized and treated more 
'(('.1&@'%7"-$6"+)*'"&$6&@&6/-%,"-(O&.1'6"
8&15"15'"*-*'"6&,'-,'".-$">'"&6'$1&2'63"A5&,"
will also assist physicians in becoming more 
knowledgeable about these rare diseases 
and better equipped to speak with patients 
85)"5-@'">''$"6&-0$),'63

 New developments: keeping medical pro
fessionals informed about results of new clini
cal studies, new developments in treatments 
resulting from the studies, or other industry
,='.&2.".5-$0',"C''=,"15'"+'6&.-%"=*)(',
sionals uptodate with the newest informa
1&)$"&$"15'"*-*'"6&,'-,'">*-$.5")("+'6&.&$'3"
These case studies could focus on new rare 
disease medicines in the works, new technol
)07")*"&+=*)@'6"=*).'6/*',"&$"1*'-1+'$13"

Speaking Engagements 

Another way to educate the medical audi
ence about the RDCRN would be to speak 
to them at seminars or events they may be 
attending.  Targeting a seminar or event tai
lored to rare diseases in general or an event 
*#+'/'%,19"-9'<"%1/%1'?(1+1'<#9!#+%'?"66'51'
in attendance could give the organization 
a chance to speak directly to the physi
cians, as well as give the RDCRN the power 
to reach many doctors at one time.  This 
method would require materials for presenta
tion on part of the RDCRN. Some ideas may 
include:

 A representative speaker who works for the 
RDCRN to explain the registry and why it is 
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&+=)*1-$1"1)"0'1"=-1&'$1,"&$@)%@'63

 A patient advocate who has been helped 
>7"15'"*'0&,1*7"-$6".-$",5-*'"5&,P5'*",1)*73

!!"Q-*6"(-.1,"->)/1"-",='.&2."*-*'"6&,'-,'"
presented on a PowerPoint presentation 
along with handouts, brochures and any 
other tangible materials that doctors could 
take with them to remember the information 
-$6"C$)8"5)8"1)"1-C'"(/*15'*"-.1&)$3

Obstacles 

Potential Problems  

Obstacles for the RDCRN can be sorted into 
the following categories: accessibility; public
ity and overall recognition of the RDCRN and 
"!%',8+,#%1Y',/!"1$!'51$1-!%'/$<'9#$!"$81<'
interest.

Examples of obstacles in each category 
include:

Accessibility

 How can the website be designed in such 
a way that it’s easy and effective to use, and 
also written in language that can be under
stood by general publics and patients? 

 How can the RDCRN create facetoface 
experiences for potential registrants who 
may be uncomfortable with the online for
mat of the registry?

 Are advocacy groups and medical profes
sionals willing and prepared to hand out in
formation kits and help with national events? 

Publicity

 How will the RDCRN create a consistent 
-$6"'(2.&'$1"=%-$"1)"=/>%&.&B'"15'")*0-$&B-
tion’s purpose and intent? 

 Is each consortia individually prepared for 
the potential increase in media coverage 
their respective rare disease will receive? 

 Is the RDCRN as a whole prepared for po
tential negative media coverage that may 
be received?

 Is the RDCRN and each consortium in
volved ready to educate uninformed publics 
about each rare disease if necessary? 
/.0$%&0,1%&%+02

 People may very well take a “what’s in it 
()*"+'RS"-11&1/6'"->)/1"T)&$&$0"15'"*'0&,1*73"
The RDCRN has to be able to make the value 
)("*'0&,1'*&$0".%'-*"1)"=)1'$1&-%"*'0&,1*-$1,3"

 Does registering with the RDCRN actually 
result in progress being made toward the 
treatment and possible cures of rare dis
eases? Potential registrants may be frustrated 
with the medical assistance they’ve received 
thus far, and may want proof that the registry 
&,"1*/,18)*1573

 The RDCRN needs a way to inform the 
public when a new rare disease consortium 
T)&$,"15'"*'0&,1*73"#15'*8&,'D"$'8".)$,)*1&-"
8&%%"5-@'"-"6&(2./%1"1&+'"8&15"*'.*/&1+'$1")("
+'+>'*,3

Continued Interest

 Once a patient joins the registry, they may 
ask themselves, “Well, what now?” The RD
CRN must be able to continually keep the 
registrants engaged and empower them by 
)(('*&$0"15'+")=1&)$,3

 What is the RDCRN going to do to keep 
registrants interested in their organization?

 How is the organization going to prove to 
registrants and medical professionals that 
being associated with the organization is a 
.)$1&$/'6">'$'21"1)"15'+R

Money

 How much money will it cost to execute 
the campaign?

 From where will funds to execute the cam
paign come?

 How will the RDCRN prove to 
donors and grant distributors that 
the money the RDCRN is receiv
ing and putting toward the cam
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=-&0$"&,">'&$0"/,'6"&$"15'"+),1">'$'2.&-%"
way?

Potential Audience Issues

As mentioned previously, there are vari
ous obstacles that could occur during this 
campaign. While we don’t see why medical 
professionals would choose not to contribute 
or participate in the registry, often they are 
so busy that they don’t take on anything out 
of the normal scope of their work. If medical 
professionals do not help in this effort, suffer
ing patients will not be fully informed of the 
potential help that is available to them. 

In addition, the internal publics of the RD
CRN (consortia leaders and staff) may resist 
following campaign guidelines if not prop
erly informed of the campaign’s intent or 
convinced of its viability. They may also lack 
manpower to execute the recommenda
tions made by the public relations team. It 
is the responsibility of the RDCRN to ensure 
that all participants in this campaign are fully 
informed and given the proper tools to move 
forward. 

Avoiding Obstacles

To avoid the obstacles outlined above, the 
RDCRN can be proactive about addressing 
concerns raised by its various publics and 
about improving its services. Since doctors 
may be busy and distracted, the RDCRN 
can provide them with attractive marketing 
materials to place in their waiting rooms so 
that patients can access information about 
the RDCRN without the doctor’s help. Also, 
the registry can provide additional packets 
of information in case patients ask about the 
RDCRN. This will allow administrative staff to 
offer the extra materials to potential regis
trants without needing to make any major 
time investments to do so.

To encourage internal publics to adhere to 
the communications campaign, the 

registry can send an email memo 
to its staff informing them about 
the campaign, its importance and 

ways that they can help facilitate its suc
cess. To overcome possible issues with lack 
of manpower, the public relations team has 
suggested hiring a parttime public rela
tions coordinator to assist the registry staff 
and consortia leaders in preparing newslet
ters, placing stories, interviewing subjects for 
articles, contacting media, etc. While this 
/<<1<'-$/$9"/6'58+<1$'2".(!'%112'8$<1
sirable, the public relations team believes 
that, long term, the improvement in commu
nications will create vast improvements for 
the registry as a whole, making it a stronger 
competitor for federal grants and private 
research funding.
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TIMETABLE
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Campaign Start
Monday, January 2, 2012

Campaign End
Monday, December 31, 2012

PreCampaign

Z' U6/$'9#$!1$!'*#+'-+%!'$1?%61!!1+:'[/!(1+'
necessary information, conduct interviews 
and begin crafting stories.

Z' Gather information needed to update 
the following:

!!">*).5/*',"-$6"O&'*,

 patient advocacy group information 
packets

 physician and registrant packets

Z' Determine events to participate in nation
ally, including conferences, workshops, 
rallies, etc. Contact event coordinators as 
needed to obtain space, speaking oppor
tunities or tickets.

Z' Finalize newsletter content and layout. 
G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

Z' \"$/6"01'8,</!1<'5+#9(8+1%&'3"1+%&',/9D1!%&'
etc. Send to printer.

January

Z' Release an “opening” newsletter via e
2/"6:'C1?%61!!1+'?"66'51'+161/%1<'!(1'-+%!'
week of every other month, on Wednes
day. Items to cover include: [week 1]

Z' Campaign goals and objectives
Z' Success stories
Z' Grants (new and incoming) 
Z' “Physician Spotlight”
Z' Upcoming events; event calendar; 

“Awareness Dates”
Z' Giving opportunities
Z' Newsletter content should be com

piled 3rd week of the month for the next 
month’s newsletter.

Z' Some newsletter content can be reused 

for press releases. 
Z' A161/%1'8,</!1<'5+#9(8+1%'/$<'3"1+%'

[week 1]
Z' Distribute new registrant packets and phy

sician packets [week 1]
Z' Begin distribution of updated patient ad

vocate information packets [week 3]
Z' @#$-+2'?15%"!1'8,</!1%'/+1'"2,6121$!

ed for campaign. Updates to the site will 
be an ongoing task throughout the entire 
campaign. 

Z' Fliers should be sent out 1014 days before 
any scheduled events. There are no spe
9"-9'</!1%'*#+'1=1$!%'/!'!("%'!"21&'(#?1=1+&'
!(1'AB@AC'9/$'/%%".$'3"1+%'!#'51'2/<1'
as events are randomly scheduled. If an 
1=1$!',1+!/"$%'!#'/'%,19"-9'9#$%#+!"/&'!(/!'
9#$%#+!"/'%(#86<'%1$<'#8!'3"1+%:

Z' Press releases will be distributed as ap
propriate, such as in the event of new 
research discoveries, addition of new 
consortia, etc. The RDCRN should try to 
release at least one press release per 
month. Some newsletter content can be 
reused for press releases. 

Z' Release the updated RDCRN brochure. 
Only one brochure is necessary for the 
year, as the RDCRN has limited resources 
for creating the materials. 

Z' Plan postcard content and conduct nec
essary research and/or interviews.

February

Z' Finalize postcard content and layout.
Z' Begin release of bimonthly postcard. 

Postcard will highlight new and ongo
ing research and important updates for 
,/!"1$!%:'>(1',#%!9/+<'"%'+1."%!+7)%,19"-9:'
Postcard will be distributed the second 
week of every other month, on Monday. 
(February, April, June, August, October 
and December). [week 2]

Z' Plan content for newsletter. Gather neces
sary information, conduct interviews and 
begin crafting stories.

Z' Finalize newsletter content and layout. 
G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:
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March

Z' Release newsletter for March.
Z' Plan postcard content and conduct nec

essary research and/or interviews.

April

Z' Finalize postcard content and layout.
Z' Release postcard.
Z' Plan content for newsletter. Gather neces

sary information, conduct interviews and 
begin crafting stories.

Z' Finalize newsletter content and layout. 
G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

May

Z' Release newsletter for May.
Z' Plan postcard content and conduct nec

essary research and/or interviews.

June

Z' Finalize postcard content and layout.
Z' Release postcard.
Z' Plan content for newsletter. Gather neces

sary information, conduct interviews and 
begin crafting stories.

Z' Finalize newsletter content and layout. 
G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

July

Z' Release newsletter for July.
Z' Plan postcard content and conduct nec

essary research and/or interviews.

August

Z' Finalize postcard content and layout.
Z' Release postcard.
Z' Plan content for newsletter. Gather neces

sary information, conduct interviews and 
begin crafting stories.

Z' Finalize newsletter content and layout. 
G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

September

Z' Release newsletter  for September.
Z' Plan postcard content and conduct nec

essary research and/or interviews.

October

Z' Finalize postcard content and layout.
Z' Release postcard.
Z' Plan content for newsletter. Gather neces

sary information, conduct interviews and 
begin crafting stories.

Z' Finalize newsletter content and layout. 
G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

November 

Z' Release newsletter for November.
Z' Plan postcard content and conduct nec

essary research and/or interviews.

December

Z' Begin updating marketing objectives for 
next calendar year. [entire month] 

Z' Send out a “Happy Holidays” postcard. 
Z' Plan content for newsletter. Gather neces

sary information, conduct interviews and 
begin crafting stories.

Z' Finalize newsletter content and layout. 
G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:
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EVALUATION &
CONCLUSION
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Evaluation
The success of this campaign can be evalu
ated using two primary methods. After the 
implementation of the campaign, the fol
lowing will be monitored and compared to 
original research data:

 The rate of registration to the registry, to 
determine if an increase in registration was 
achieved

 Registry member and consortia leader 
satisfaction with communication efforts, as 
measured by survey instruments provided by 
the public relations team

The evaluation of these measures is pivotal 
in keeping a clear campaign direction and 
determining whether the primary goals of the 
RDCRN have been met. In addition, it allows 
those involved in the campaign to distinguish 
what strategies are or are not working, giving 
the public relations team a chance to mod
ify and improve the campaign and to build 
better future communications campaigns.

Methods of evaluating the campaign will be 
very similar to the initial steps taken in collect
ing research data. These include:

 Online surveys 

 Website usability test

 Interviews with focus group participants or 
focus group

Using the same or similar evaluation methods 
allows the comparison of like data sets taken 
at separate times: prior to campaign imple
mentation, during the campaign and after it 
has concluded. Multiple measures will make 
it much simpler to evaluate and determine 
the campaign’s success.

Evaluation Criteria

The intention of the public relations team is 
to reuse the research instruments from the 
beginning of the campaign to evaluate the 
success of the communications plan during 
the campaign’s implementation and then 
again after its completion. By revising the 
original instruments, we can gather like data 
with which to compare the registry mem
bership numbers and registration rates, and 
satisfaction levels of its publics before, during 
and after the communications campaign 
was implemented.

Communication with consortia leaders is also 
/'2/Q#+'9#$91+$'*#+'!(1'+1."%!+7:'>#'+1319!'
this, the campaign suggests ways of creating 
and maintaining relationships with consor
tia. The communication among employees, 
members and consortia wasn’t structured, 
and many consortia leaders were unsure of 
what services the registry provided to them.  
To evaluate the success of the communica
tions campaign at addressing these issues, 
we will again look to the original survey instru
ments to be revised and readministered. The 
data collected will allow the registry to de
termine if its staff and consortia leaders are 
%/!"%-1<'?"!('!(1'"$!+/)#+./$"0/!"#$/6'9#228
nication.

The evaluation criteria address the registry’s 
main concerns, and then all measures for 
evaluating these criteria have been engi
$11+1<'%,19"-9/667'*#+'!(/!',8+,#%1:'>(1'%8+
veys asked registry members and consortia 
leaders to identify what they liked or disliked 
about the registry, the focus group gathered 
more detailed information on the same top
ics from consortia leaders and physicians, 
and the usability test evaluated the issues 
with the website. Each of these measures ties 
back to the goals of increasing registry enroll
ment and retention and improving communi
cations with the registry’s internal publics.
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Analysis

The collection of midpoint and postcam
paign data will allow the RDCRN to look at 
the campaign as though it were an experi
ment. The initial data serves as the control, 
while the midpoint and postcampaign 
measures offer varied levels of independent 
variable application (campaign strategies). 
Though this is not an actual experiment, look
ing at the campaign in this way will allow 
the RDCRN to evaluate its success in a more 
measurable way, and may give the registry a 
better chance of gaining federal funding by 
offering visible, measurable results. 

To analyze the data, the RDCRN can either 
use software they already have available 
for their research, or can use Minitab 16, a 
leading statistical software for quality im
provement, which offers components that 
allow users to monitor processes over time 
and evaluate their stability. Minitab is often 
used in Six Sigma, the world’s leading quality 
improvement methodology.  Currently, 450 
companies in the Fortune 500 use and rec
ommend this product. Minitab will prove to 
51$1-!'AB@AC'57'"$!1+,+1!"$.'%!/!"%!"9/6'</!/'
to make informed decisions in the future.

Conclusion
In our detailed public relations plan for the 
RDCRN we have outlined the strategies we 
feel appropriate to implement in order to 
help the organization meet its goals.  After 
conducting thorough research on the de
sired target audiences, analyzing results and 
/,,67"$.'#8+'51%!'Q8<.21$!&'?1'/+1'9#$-
dent our suggestions will allow the RDCRN 
to actualize its desire to expand its disease 
registry while simultaneously streng/thening its 
relationships with currently registered mem
51+%'!#'*86-66'!(1'86!"2/!1'.#/6'#*'<"%9#=1+"$.'
cures for rare diseases. 
 
Current roadblocks standing between the 
RDCRN and its goals include lack of com
munication between publics, limited pa
tient use of registry, the unique challenge of 
connecting with people with rare diseases, 

lack of two way communication and inad
equate and outdated communication and 
information dispersion.  In an effort to ame
liorate these problems we put together a 
specialized public relations plan tailored to 
achieving the RDCRN goals of improving the 
quality of contact with consortia members, 
standardizing frequency of contact with 
consortia members, increasing the number of 
medical professionals who know about and 
support the RDCRN and improving the usabil
ity and appearance of the RDCRN website.  

;$'#+<1+'!#'+1/6"01'!(1%1'.#/6%&'!(+11'%,19"-9'
publics have to be addressed including pro
fessional publics (such as physicians, disease 
%,19"/6"%!%'/$<'21<"9/6'#*-91'%!/**J&'!(1'
general public (consisting of support groups, 
potential registrants and families and friends 
of potential registrants) and internal pub
lics (including current RDCRN members and 
families and friends of members).  

Strategies for successfully reaching out to the 
professional medical publics include pro
viding them with case studies focusing on 
topics such as success stories, rare disease 
information and new developments as well 
as engaging them in speaking events where 
they can learn more about the RDCRN.  To 
reach the general public, it may be more 
51$1-9"/6'!#'!/+.1!'!(12'!(+#8.(',+#,1+67'
placed media in the form of video news 
releases and public service announcements 
secured through the development of strong 
media partnerships/relationships and the use 
of press releases to disseminate information.  
Other effective strategies include garnering 
awareness and interest through community 
involvement, placement in audiencespe
9"-9'21<"/'/$<'8%1'#*',+"$!'/$<'<"."!/6'2/
terials.    To reach internal publics it is vital 
to employ social media, specially tailored 
newsletters and ensure communication with 
consortia.  
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In order to remedy the problem of poor web
%"!1'8%/5"6"!7&',61/%1'%11'!(1'<1!/"61<'-$<"$.%'
discovered during the usability test the public 
relations team performed.  A few notable 
issues which need correcting are the site’s 
organization, lack of structure, information 
overload, layout design and lack of both fo
cal point and white space.
   
To measure the success of our plan, the pub
lic relations team has outlined suggested ob
jectives.  We would like to see a 20 percent 
improvement in the monthly registration rate 
/*!1+'!(1'9#2,61!"#$'#*'!(1'-+%!'71/+'#*'!(1'
communications campaign, have registrants 
+/!1'!(12%16=1%'/%'S=1+7'%/!"%-1<T'?"!('!(1'
services provided by their consortium and 
the RDCRN during the postcampaign survey, 
create a 100 percent increase the number of 
medical professionals who know about and 
support the RDCRN by the conclusion of the 
-+%!'71/+'#*'!(1'9#228$"9/!"#$%'9/2,/".$'
and improve the usability and appearance 
#*'!(1'AB@AC'?15%"!1&'%#'!(/!'-$<"$.'!(1'
registry link takes less than 60 seconds in a 
usability test setting.  If the strategies detailed 
in our public relations plan are applied, we 
have no doubt the RDCRN can reach its 
goals and improve the state of the organiza
tion.
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APPENDIX A:
Research Materials
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Research Findings (Cont. from Report)

U'"5-6"JV"+'+>'*,"*',=)$6"1)")/*",/*@'73"
The overall perception of the UCDC is posi
tive; however, there are some improvements 
15-1"8)/%6">'$'21"15'"*'0&,1*-$1,3"W&*,1D"85'$"
-,C'6"5)8"'-,7"&1"8-,"1)"2%%")/1"15'"*'0&,1*7<,"
)$%&$'"()*+,D"KX3Y"='*.'$1",-&6"&1"8-,",)+'
85-1"'-,73"#$%7"KZ"='*.'$1",-&6"&1"8-,"'N
1*'+'%7"'-,73

I'.)$6%7D"85'$"-,C'6D"[Q)8",-1&,2'6"
are you with the services provided by the 
\;:;SD"KF3Y"='*.'$1",-&6"15'7"8'*'",)+'
85-1",-1&,2'63"

  

Lastly, below are the results from our question 
FX3"A5&,"H/',1&)$"&,"&+=)*1-$1">'.-/,'"&1"=*',
ents how the patients feel their communica
1&)$"%'@'%"&,"8&15"15'"\;:;3"#@'*"5-%(D"-1"]J3V"
percent, said that there needed to be a slight 
&$.*'-,'"&$".)++/$&.-1&)$3"

The data collected from this survey suggests 
that our objectives should include increasing 
the usability of the website and increasing the 
communication level between the UCDC and 
&1,"+'+>'*,3"

Research Questions/Hypotheses
Questions

Q1:  What do members already see as prob
lems for the RDCRN?

Q2:  What improvements could be made to 
increase RDCRN member satisfaction?

Q3:  Which recruitment methods are the most 
effective and how can they be made to be 
more effective?

Q4: What changes to the website would 
make it easier to use?

The four questions above are important to 
answer in order to support enrollment and to 
maintain active members of the contact reg
"%!+7:'U6/$$"$.'%,19"-9'9#228$"9/!"#$%'!/9
tics to address the problems revealed during 
research will allow the network to better serve 
its publics and to develop a reputation as a 
valuable resource for rare disease patients, 
researchers and doctors.
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Physician Survey Results

1) What is your role within the RDCRN?

^]Y"*',=)$,',_

Answers:                                         
Response Count

Principal investigator of an RDCRN Consor
1&/+"" ""FF3Y`" " V

Physician Investigator in an RDCRN Consor
1&/+" ""KZ3V`" " EK

Clinical Coordination     
""EV3F`" " FX

Other(please specify)      
""EZ3J`" " FE

2) How familiar are you with the RDCRN? 

^]Y"=')=%'"-$,8'*'6_

 

3) How familiar are you with the RDCRN 
Contact Registry?

^]Y"=')=%'"-$,8'*'6_

   

4) Do you currently provide education materi
als about the RDCRN Contact Registry to your 
patients?

(58 people answered)

 

5) If new information became available about 
15'"*-*'"6&,'-,'"8&15"85&.5"7)/"-*'"-(2%&-1'D"
would you use the RDCRN Contact Registry to 
share the information?

^]Y"=')=%'"-$,8'*'6_
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6) If there were clinical trials in your geo
graphic area for which your patients might 
be eligible, would you use the contact regis
try to inform them?

^]Y"=')=%'"-$,8'*'6_"

 

7) If there were clinical trials in your geo
graphic area for which your patients might 
be eligible, would you use the contact regis
try to inform them? 

(58 people answered)

  

8) Tools like the RDCRN Contact Registry con
nect people with rare diseases, notify them of 
clinical trials and inform patients about educa
tional resources and activities? If you indicated 
earlier that you do not use the contact registry, 
would you promote a resource like this to your 
patients? 

(54 people answered)

 

Comments from participants:   

“The RDCRN contact registry is a nice idea, but 
&1"&,"/$.%'-*"5)8"15&,"'(()*1"&$1'*(-.',"'(2.&'$1%7"
with the PAGs and investigators it is supposed to 
5'%=3S

“I am working in Italy, therefore the Contact 
Registry usefulness for our patients is limited by 
%-$0/-0'"-$6"0')0*-=5&.-%"*'-,)$,3S

“I would appreciate even more information 
about other studies that are in the RDCRN and 
how I can refer my patients to those other stud
&',"^)/1,&6'")("+7"=*&+-*7",1/67_3""9&051"$)8D"G"
6)$<1"(''%"15'*'"&,"-$7"'(()*1"&$"15&,"-*'-3S

“The reason why I don’t use the registry as much 
is because I know the main support group web
sites by heart, and I know patients will get in
()*+-1&)$"(*)+"15'*'3"G"@'*>-%%7"&$()*+"=-1&'$1,"
->)/1"15'".%&$&.-%1*&-%,30)@"8'>,&1'"()*".%&$&.-%"
1*&-%,"&$()*+-1&)$3S""

“Although I am a PI in the Consortium, I’ve never 
>''$"1-/051"5)8"1)".)$$'.1")*"/,'"15'"*'0&,1*73""
Maybe this is my fault, but I never thought to ask 
because I was not aware that I would have ac
.',,"1)"&13""A5-$C,"()*"15'",/*@'73""G"%'-*$'6",)+'
15&$03S

“How does the Contact Registry connect peo
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Y_"G("-$,8'*'6"7',"1)"15'"=*'@&)/,"H/',1&)$D"&$"85-1"8-7,"8)/%6"7)/">'"8&%%&$0"
to promote it? (Select all that apply) (53 people answered)                     

Answers Percent Responses 

Brochures in office 69.8% 37 

Telling patients about the registry 86.8% 46 

Informing other physicians about the registry 64.2% 34 

Participating in RDCRN activities 45.3% 24 

!

ple with rare diseases?  Maybe there is a 
feature that the UCDC is not using?  If so, 
=%'-,'"%'1"/,"C$)8"5)8"1)"6)",)3""A5-$C,"[

“I quite often will get duplicate emails re
0-*6&$0"15'",-+'"='*,)$3"a-$7"1&+',D"15'"
'+-&%,"-*'",'$1"-1"15'",-+'"1&+'3S

Usability Test

9:;94"8'>,&1'"2$6&$0,"

 Cluttered

 Unorganized

 Lack of structure

 Layout design affects readability

 Information overload

 There isn’t a focal point to guide through 
the website

 Lack of white space, causes the website 
to look dense

 Many links direct users to the registry form, 
which causes confusion

Subjects

F3"a-%'D";-/.-,&-$"-0'"EJD",)+'".)%%'0'

Complaints

 Frustrated with navigating through web
site

!"#@'*/,'")("2$'"=*&$1

 Too much of information to read

 After 1:46 minutes, the subject was able to 
2$6"15'".)**'.1"%&$C"1)"T)&$"15'"*'0&,1*7

!"9'0&,1*7"()*+"&,"=))*%7".)$,1*/.1'63"4-+'"
-$6".)$1-.1"&$()*+-1&)$",5)/%6">'"%&,1'6"2*,13

 The icons for each consortia on the website 
distracted the subject from seeing the “regis
ter now” link

E3"W'+-%'D";-/.-,&-$D"-0'"EXD"=/*,/&$0"-"
MA

Complaints

 Information overwhelming

 Confused

After 1:47 minutes, the subject was able to 
2$6"15'".)**'.1"%&$C"1)"T)&$"15'"*'0&,1*73

 “Join the registry” link isn’t prominently 
placed on the website
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Research Materials

Patient Cover Letter

Dear RDCRN member, 

The advanced public relations students in the School of Mass Communications at the Univer
sity of South Florida are collecting data to assist the creation of a communications campaign 
on behalf of the Rare Disease Clinical Research Network. The RDCRN seeks to improve their 
relationships with registered members, expand member and physician data and enhance 
recruitment to potential members. 

Please take a few moments to complete the following survey, containing multiple choice 
and openended questions. Your answers will give us information to evaluate problems you 
see in the registry and how we can assist in increasing member satisfaction. 

Thank you,

 Public Relations Students at the University of South Florida

Physician Cover Letter

Dear Physician,

The advanced public relations students in the School of Mass Communications at the Univer
sity of South Florida are collecting data to assist the creation of a communications campaign 
on behalf of the Rare Disease Clinical Research Network. The RDCRN seeks to improve their 
relationships with registered members, expand member and physician data and enhance 
recruitment to potential members. 

Please take a few moments to complete the following survey, containing multiple choice 
and openended questions. Your answers will help the RDCRN to improve relationships and 
communication with physicians, thereby providing better service to patients.
Thank you,

 Public Relations Students at the University of South Florida
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Survey Instrument

 Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. As a member of the Rare Dis
ease Clinical Research Network (RDCRN), your feedback is important and will assist in better 
understanding how to improve the services provided by the RDCRN. This survey should only 
take about 10 minutes of your time and your answers will be completely anonymous. We ap
preciate your time and feedback. Thank you!

Please choose the best answer.
1) Approximately how long after being diagnosed with your rare disease did you learn of the 
Rare Disease Clinical Research Network Registry (RDCRN)?
A) Same day  
B) Less than one month   
C) One to three months
D) Four to six months
E) Seven months to one year
F) One year or more

]J'E#?'<"<'7#8'-+%!'61/+$'/5#8!'!(1'AB@AC'A1."%!+7^
A) Physician or medical provider 
B) Internet search 
C) Word of mouth 
D) Patient advocate/Patient Advocacy Group  
E) Other (please specify): _______________________  

_J'W*!1+'-$<"$.'#8!'/5#8!'!(1'AB@AC'A1."%!+7&'/5#8!'(#?'6#$.'<"<'7#8'?/"!'51*#+1'+1."%!1+
ing?
A) Less than one day 
B) One day to one week  
C) One to three weeks
D) More than three weeks

4) How easy would you say it is for you to navigate the RDCRN website?
A) Extremely easy
B) Somewhat easy 
@J'C1"!(1+'1/%7'$#+'<"*-986!
BJ'G#21?(/!'<"*-986!
`J'`4!+12167'<"*-986!

aJ''W,,+#4"2/!167'(#?'6#$.'<"<'"!'!/D1'7#8'!#'-$<'!(1'+1."%!+/!"#$'*#+2'*+#2'!(1'(#21',/.1'
of the registry website ?
A) Less than one minute
B) One to four minutes  
C) Five to 10 minutes  
D) More than 10 minutes
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bJ'E#?'1/%7'?#86<'7#8'%/7'"!'?/%'*#+'7#8'!#'-66'#8!'!(1'AB@ACF%'#$6"$1'*#+2%^
A) Extremely easy
B) Somewhat easy 
@J'C1"!(1+'1/%7'$#+'<"*-986!
BJ'G#21?(/!'<"*-986!
`J'`4!+12167'<"*-986!

OJ''U61/%1'+/!1'!(1'61=16'#*'<"*-986!7'7#8'14,1+"1$91<'?("61'/$%?1+"$.'!(1'L81%!"#$%'#$'!(1'
+1."%!+7'/,,6"9/!"#$:'IG9/61X'P'c'C#'<"*-986!7&'Pd'c'`4!+121'<"*-986!7J
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8) Did any of the application questions asked make you feel uncomfortable as far as your 
privacy?
A) Not at all  
B) Some questions   
C) Many questions

9) If you answered that some or many of the questions did make you uncomfortable, which 
questions do you feel should not have been asked? ______________________________________
________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

10)  How long did it take you to complete the questions asked on the application?
WJ'R1%%'!(/$'-=1'2"$8!1%
B) Five to 10 minutes      
B) 1115 minutes  
C) More than 15 minutes 

11) Please rate the ease of use of the RDCRN registration process. (Scale: 1= Extremely easy 
!#'8%1&'Pd'c'`4!+12167'<"*-986!'!#'8%1J
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12) How often are you contacted by the RDCRN?
A) Less than two times a year 
B) Three to four times a year 
C) Five times a year or more

13) How often are you contacted by your consortium?
A) Less than two times a year 
B) Three to four times a year 
C) Five times a year or more
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PeJ'K("9('#*'!(1'*#66#?"$.'2#%!'/998+/!167'+1319!%'7#8+'*116"$.%'/5#8!'!(1'61=16'#*'9#$!/9!'
you have with the RDCRN?
A) I feel that the RDCRN does not contact me often enough.
VJ';'*116'%/!"%-1<'?"!('!(1'61=16'#*'9#$!/9!';'(/=1'?"!('!(1'AB@AC:
C) I feel that the RDCRN contacts me too often.

PaJ'K("9('#*'!(1'*#66#?"$.'2#%!'/998+/!167'+1319!%'7#8+'*116"$.%'/5#8!'!(1'L8/6"!7'#*'"$*#+2/
tion provided to you by the RDCRN?
A) I feel that the information I receive is helpful and relevant.
B) I feel that the information I receive is not relevant and less than helpful.
C) I’m not sure how I feel about the quality of the information I receive.

16) When you want to contact someone at your consortium, how easy is it for you to get in 
touch with the person with whom you need to speak?
A) Extremely easy
B) Somewhat easy 
@J'C1"!(1+'1/%7'$#+'<"*-986!
BJ'G#21?(/!'<"*-986!
`J'`4!+12167'<"*-986!
F) Never attempted to contact

17) Do you feel there is a need for better communication between the RDCRN and its regis
trants (you)?
WJ'C#&';'/2'%/!"%-1<'?"!('!(1'61=16'#*'9#228$"9/!"#$:'
B) A slight increase in communication is necessary.
C) It is very hard to communicate as a member of the registry and I feel the current commu
nication needs improvement.

18) If your rare disease is supported by an advocacy group, how helpful do you feel they are 
with relaying information?
A) Very helpful
B) Somewhat helpful   
C) Somewhat unhelpful
D) Very unhelpful
E) I’m not sure
F) There is no advocacy group supporting my disease.

PfJ'E#?'%/!"%-1<'/+1'7#8'?"!('!(1'%1+="91%',+#="<1<'57'!(1'AB@AC^
WJ'g1+7'%/!"%-1<
VJ'G#21?(/!'%/!"%-1<'
C) Neutral
BJ'G#21?(/!'<"%%/!"%-1<
`J'g1+7'<"%%/!"%-1<
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]dJ'E#?'%/!"%-1<'/+1'7#8'?"!('!(1'%1+="91%',+#="<1<'57'7#8+'9#$%#+!"82^
WJ'g1+7'%/!"%-1<
VJ'G#21?(/!'%/!"%-1<'
C) Neutral
BJ'G#21?(/!'<"%%/!"%-1<
`J'g1+7'<"%%/!"%-1<

21) In making improvements to the RDCRN, rank the following based on what you think 
%(#86<'(/,,1$'-+%!:'
(Use the numbers 1  4, where 1 = “Most important” and 4 = “Least important.”)
___ Make the RDCRN website easier to navigate.
___ Increase contact between the consortia and their members.
___ Provide a way for consortia members to interact with each other and share stories and 
information.
___ Create a way for members to share medical records to get a second opinion on their 
diagnosis.

RDCRN Physician Survey
 Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your feedback is important and 
will assist in better understanding how to improve the services provided by the Rare Disease 
Clinical Research Network. This survey should only take about 5 minutes of your time and 
your answers will be completely anonymous. We appreciate your time and feedback. Thank 
you!

1) How familiar are you with the Rare Disease Clinical Research Network (RDCRN)?
Very familiar
Somewhat familiar
Not familiar

2) If you are familiar with the RDCRN, how did you hear about it?
_________________________________________________________________________

3) Where do you research information on rare diseases? (Circle all that apply)
Internet
Books
Databases
Medical Journals
Other (Please specify): ______________________________
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4) If a patient wanted more information about their rare disease, would you supply it if you 
had the tools?
Yes
No
Undecided

aJ';*'/',/!"1$!'?/%'9#$91+$1<'/5#8!'-$<"$.'#!(1+',1#,61'?"!('!(1"+'+/+1'<"%1/%1&'?#86<'7#8'
help if you had a place to direct them?
Yes
No
Undecided

6) If there were trials held locally that your patients could attend, would you inform them?
Yes
No
Undecided

7) Would you mind providing rare disease brochures for patients in your waiting room?
Yes
No
Undecided

8) Registries like the RDCRN connect people with rare diseases, notify them of trials and in
form patients.  Would you promote an organization like this to your patients?
Yes
No
Undecided

9) If you answered yes to the previous question, in what ways would you be willing to pro
mote it? (Circle all that apply)
V+#9(8+1%'"$'#*-91
Telling patients about the registry
Informing other physicians about the registry
Participating in RDCRN activites
Other (Please specify): ____________________________

Do you have any suggestions and concerns you would like to direct to the RDCRN? If so, 
please do so here: _______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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Focus Group Questions

E#?'<"<'7#8'-$<'!("%'+1."%!+7^

B#1%'7#8+'/<=#9/97'.+#8,'+19+8"!'21251+%'#+'"$<"="<8/6%'#+'<#'!(17'(/=1'!#'-$<'/'?/7'!#'
contact your organization?

What are some current strategies that you use to attract members or how have they con
tacted you?

How long has the advocacy group been active?

E#?'2#!"=/!1<'/+1'!(1'"$<"="<8/6%'"$'7#8+'/<=#9/97'.+#8,'!#'-$<'#!(1+%'?"!('!(1'%/21'+/+1'
disease?

Do you provide a way for members to communicate with one another?

In what events does your advocacy group engage?

How do you engage with the group?

Are any forms of social media used to communicate with the public?

What are the major concerns of the advocacy group?

C/21'#$1'.#/6'!(/!'(/%'511$'<"*-986!'!#'/9("1=1'*#+'7#8+'.+#8,^

How has this process, with the advocacy group and being a member of the registry, helped 
you?

Are there members who become hopeless and lose interest?

Are there some changes you would like to see happen with the registry that would possibly 
help recruit more members?

References
Z'U/62L8"%!&'h:'I$:<:J:'E#?'!#'<1=16#,'/'+1%1/+9('L81%!"#$:'A1!+"1=1<'*+#2'51<*#+<%!2/+!"$%:
com/researchroom/question/develop.asp
Z'HFC1/6&'i:'I]ddfJ:'A1%1/+9('21!(#<%'"$',856"9'+16/!"#$%',+/9!"91:'A1!+"1=1<'*+#2'(!!,Xjj
www.slideshare.net/jackie57
Z'A1%1/+9('!#,"9%:'I]dPPJ:'A1!+"1=1<'*+#2'(!!,Xjj???:"$%!"!8!1*#+,+:#+.j+1%1/+9(j!#,"9%j
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Focus Group Minute Notes

How did you become involved with this registry?
Involvement was highly encouraged, but not mandatory.
Jennifer – requires members to be involved

Joyce Patient Advocacy group the VCRC

ED B. – Patient Advocacy group the VCRC

:)',"7)/*"-6@).-.7"0*)/="*'.*/&1D")*"6)"=-1&'$1,"5-@'"1)"2$6"-"8-7"1)".)$1-.1"7)/*")*0-$&
zation?
Joyce and Ed actively recruit, as does Steve. Steve uses social media, events, walks, etc.
Joyce Recruitment is a big deal through efforts such as newsletters, websites & chat boards

Steve Does outreach through blogs & social media.  Open Source technology allows friends 
that can only contact friends in the network and they can also be individually tracked

What are some current strategies that you use to attract members or how have they con
tacted you?
Brochures are important to help inform patients. Direct mailers to new patients keep them 
in the loop about the registry. All the staff are aware that the No. 1 goal is to recruit to the 
registry.
EDPAN Attract web & Facebook. 70% of its member comes from the VACA website.  Regis
trants are made aware of their registration right after they join.

Jennifer Gives out brochures at medical clinics to inform patients about the registry.

ED Does direct mail, and every new patient gets a brochure.

Steve Turner Gives patient surveys to incoming patients to share information.  Assigns case 
workers to help patients get more information, as most of the time they cannot complete the 
forms.

Q)8"+)1&@-1'6"-*'"15'"&$6&@&6/-%,"&$"7)/*"-6@).-.7"0*)/="1)"2$6")15'*,"8&15"15'",-+'"*-*'"
disease?
Joyce Coleman Patients are very motivated to join Facebook & message boards.
ED Same as above; also says the main reason is to talk to someone else who has disease.
Steve Adult patients are less motivated in social networks. Parents of kids are more motivat
ed.

Do you provide any way for patients to communicate with one another?
Peer support is good, especially for new people. Physicians chat online with patients. People 
like to meet online, then in person. Net care patient support website
Steve Patients can send friend requests on their own face chat.
ED Peer support, list of members willing to talk to new people.  Those people are a mix of 
new people and medical provider’s patients.
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In what events does your advocacy group engage?
Partner with matching patients with groups.
Ed 90% of interaction is through Yahoo groups and special events.

What are the major concerns of the advocacy groups?
W*!1+'<"/.$#%"%&'.+#8,%'$11<'!#'-$<',/!"1$!%'/%'L8"9D67'/%',#%%"561:'A1."%!+7'21251+%'%112'
to want a lot more contact than they’re getting. Often, there are no other research studies 
/=/"6/561'!#'!(12'51%"<1%'!(1'#$1%'/*-6"/!1<'?"!('!(1'+1."%!+7:'W6%#&',/!"1$!%'#*!1$'(/=1'%,1
cial diets they have to follow and other lifestyle restrictions. Newsletters about those topics 
would help them stay healthy and remain actively engaged with the registry.
Steve The biggest issue is patients who have been diagnosed with the disease too long to 
treat, and therefore too late to partake in new research

ED Once they signed up, patients didn’t receive followup and thought they were dropped 
from the study or were under the impression that they were being included in the studies 
when they were not.  Perhaps publishing once a month newsletters for each disease would 
help to keep members up to date.

C/21'#$1'.#/6'!(/!'(/%'511$'=1+7'<"*-986!'*#+'7#8+'9#$%#+!"82'!#'/9("1=1:
Debbie More aggressive recruiting for clinical encounters

Steve Turner has issue with information going into registry and if it’s good enough. 

ED Show how the data has real world application. 

Do members ever become hopeless or loose interest?
ED Yes, two reasons: Patients are doing well and don’t want to make others feel bad that 
they may not be, or patients are doing poorly and don’t want to be negative or bring others 
down.

Are there changes you would like to see happen with the registry that would possibly help 
recruitment?
Joyce Would love to expand to patients with other diseases not listed, and have them be 
$#!"-1<'?(1$'!(1'+1."%!+7'"%'/=/"6/561:'U/!"1$!%'#*!1$'519#21'<"%9#8+/.1<'"*'$#'%!8<7'"%'51
ing done, so offering that to them would help them feel less neglected.
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Method

Data Collection Techniques

Due to the scattered nature of the popula
tion from which we collected data, and the 
time limits associated with this project, we 
surveyed existing members of the RDCRN 
instead of looking for potential members. 
The limited size of and the lack of informa
tion available to identify this elusive popula
!"#$'?#86<'(/=1'2/<1'"!'<"*-986!'!#'"<1$!"*7'
enough individuals to conduct a valid survey 
within the time constraints of this project.  The 
RDCRN assisted us by distributing the survey 
to existing members and by coordinating a 
focus group with primary researchers for the 
consortia. They also assisted us by distributing 
a physician survey to evaluate the effective
ness of the registry’s communications with 
physicians.

To obtain data from existing members, a 
survey was constructed that was targeted to 
this audience.  Surveying existing members 
was not only simpler in this case, but was also 
important in this stage of our campaign be
cause it allowed us to identify and strengthen 
existing effective recruitment tactics.  Since 
the main goal is to better the network and 
increase membership, potential members 
were not an ideal target audience to survey 
at this stage due to the large amount of time 
we would have spent in trying to locate the 
population.

The survey was constructed by members of 
the public relations team, and the questions 
were then transferred to a polling website.  
Because we were not permitted to contact 
the members of the RDCRN directly, the 
RDCRN staff distributed the survey.  An email 
that included a link to the survey to encour
age participation was sent to existing mem
bers. The results were reported to the RDCRN 
staff, and then relayed back to the public 
relations team.  We also included questions 
about the website in our survey, since the 
public relations team agreed that it saw the 
website as a major issue and in need of im

provement. 

The survey data provided us with an abun
dant amount of information that was be 
helpful to the construction of our campaign.  
Information such as member satisfaction, 
information relevance, website usability and 
other member suggestions, was derived from 
the data and helped us to determine what 
steps should be taken to best assist the RD
CRN in achieving its goals.  

One of our main concerns improvement of 
the website. We had several suggestions for 
!(1'?15%"!1F%'"2,+#=121$!&'58!'-+%!'?/$!1<'
to evaluate how userfriendly it was for po
tential members.  In order to gather this infor
mation, a videorecorded usability test was 
conducted. To conduct the usability test, a 
volunteer was asked to navigate the RDCRN 
website.  The objective was to see how long 
"!'!##D'!(1'=#68$!11+'!#'-$<'!(1'+1."%!+/!"#$'
,/.1'?"!(#8!'/$7'%,19"-9'"$%!+89!"#$'#+'<"
rection.

The results of the usability test have allowed 
us to determine what changes can be made 
to the website to better accommodate 
potential members and existing members.  
Because the website is such an important 
source of information for the RDCRN’s pub
lics, we have to make sure that visitors will 
be able to access the desired information as 
quickly and easily as possible.

;!'?/%'%8*-9"1$!'!#'+19+8"!'=#68$!11+%'5/%1<'#$'
availability since there is no major difference 
between the way a person from the general 
population would use the RDCRN website 
and the way a potential registrant would use 
"!:'K1'-621<'!(1'8%/5"6"!7'!1%!"$.',+#91%%'!#'
share with the rest of the group, since only 
one group member was allowed in the room 
with the volunteer. The usability test will help 
us to streamline the registration process for 
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the RDCRN, which should be as simple as 
possible and not discourage registrants due 
to complexity.

The RDCRN staff had mentioned the desire 
!#'*#98%'#$'*#8+'#+'-=1'9#$%#+!"/&',+1*1+/567'
those consortia with few members and mini
mal recruiting efforts. The different consortia 
vary in terms of the number of registrants and 
levels of activity, and the client would like our 
teams to focus on the consortia that could 
2#%!'51$1-!'*+#2'#8+'/%%"%!/$91:

Once the target consortia groups were 
selected, we were able to see which ad
vocacy groups are associated with each 
consortium. Using the advocacy groups as a 
connection, specialized doctors and group 
21251+%'?1+1'"<1$!"-1<'/$<'9#$!/9!1<'!#'
help with further research efforts.

The RDCRN data center staff generously of
fered to coordinate a focus group to allow 
the public relations teams to collect more 
detailed information from a small group of 
RDCRN participants, as well as to connect 
with leaders of certain advocacy groups. 
The focus group allowed us to collect very 
thorough information regarding the RDCRN. 
It was valuable in helping us to understand 
what various users want from multiple ends, 
from RDCRN faculty to its members.

To conduct our focus group, we utilized a 
conference room at the RDCRN’s data cen
ter to gather participants together. The data 
center staff did warn us that some partici
pants may need to join us via conference 
call, but we believed that the information 
gathered from this limited group would be 
too valuable not to include these remote 
participants. We prepared an openresponse 
version of our survey questions to use in the 
focus group and selected a moderator from 
within the public relations team.  We as
signed a person to record the information 

with an audio recorder and also had another 
person take notes as a supplement to the 
recording.

Population

People who are involved and/or diagnosed 
with a rare disease.

Sample

The public relations team used a multistage 
sample, meaning a cluster of elements, then 
elements of that cluster were selected.  In 
this case, selected consortia within the RD
CRN were the clusters of elements, and then 
elements of that cluster were the advocacy 
groups, doctors specializing in that group’s 
disease and registry members. Due to the 
fact that this case involves rare diseases, 
available subject sampling (using whatever 
subjects are available) had to be the sam
pling technique used.

Analysis

Data Usage

K1'8%1<'!(1'</!/'?1'9#6619!1<'!#'-$<'!(1'
strengths and weaknesses of the RDCRN and 
the way they communicate with their tar
get audience.  We used the data to decide 
what was working and what was not working 
to help build the campaign. The campaign is 
designed to help the RDCRN increase re
cruitment, build relationships in the medical 
community and improve its reputation as a 
source of information and help for people 
with rare diseases.

We used the data from the usability test, 
focus group and physician and member 
surveys to determine the problems with 
communication through the RDCRN’s web
site, as well as communication issues faced 
between the RDCRN, physicians, and ad
vocacy groups. Results from the usability 
test helped determine what problems users 
faced when accessing the website, which 
will allow us to offer suggestions for improving 
the website’s ease of use.
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Research Tools 

We used three research tools; surveys, a 
focus group and a usability test. The us
ability test conducted helped us to see the 
problems that viewers faced when using the 
website.

We created two surveys, which were dis
tributed via the RDCRN, for privacy reasons. 
The surveys consisted of primarily of multiple
choice questions that focused on two key 
topics for members: the usability of the regis
try website and the organization as a whole. 

The physician survey focused on awareness, 
communication and willingness to support 
the RDCRN. We ran a usability test for the 
website, in which volunteers attempted to 
use the website, as an observer and video
!/,1<:''K1'?1+1'/561'!#'-$<'!(1'/+1/%'#*'
!(1'?15%"!1'!(/!'8%1+%'*#8$<'2#%!'<"*-986!'
to navigate, as well as what parts of the site 
worked.  We conducted a focus group in 
which we surveyed leaders of advocacy 
groups to get more detailed information 
about what were the problem areas faced 
between patients and the RDCRN.

Software

The survey was set up through email, and 
much of it was distributed that way. The re
sults were compiled by the data center staff 
and shared with us in Excel format. For the 
usability test, we used the RDCRN’s current 
website and a digital camcorder to record 
the test. The focus group interview was con
ducted with a tape recorder, as well as doc
umented through Microsoft Word.

Findings
We surveyed the registrants at the Urea Cy
.%'":&,)*6'*,";)$,)*1&/+"^\;:;_3""b7",'$6&$0"
the survey through email, the registrants were 
->%'"1)"-$,8'*"15'",/*@'7"-$)$7+)/,%73"A8)"
employees at the registry distributed the sur
@'7,3

W)*"6'1-&%,D",''"L=='$6&N"L3

Application/Interpretation

Survey

There were on average about 55 people 
who responded to each survey question. 
Although this is small sample size, the results 
are still informative enough to develop some 
ideas for improvement of the registry. It is 
clear there is an issue in that people know 
what the RDCRN is but are not aware of 
what the RDCRN contact registry can do. 
This data suggests there is a need to bet
ter inform both internal and external publics 
about what features the registry has and how 
researchers and patients can use it. Poten
tial registry members can be best reached 
through medical professionals, which means 
that the RDCRN’s most valuable relationships, 
for recruitment purposes, will be with physi
cians and patient advocates.

The comments and concerns collected from 
physicians and enrollees can help point out 
)15'*"&,,/',"()*"15'"*'0&,1*7"&$"-"+)*'",='.&2."
8-7"-$6".*'-1'"$'8"&6'-,"()*"&+=*)@'+'$13"
A5'".)++'$1,".-$"-%,)"=)&$1")/1",='.&2."
issues that may not have been revealed by a 
+/%1&=%'!.5)&.'",/*@'73

Focus Groups

 In this phase of the research process, the 
focus group was the main informationgath
'*&$0"'$0&$'3""b'18''$"15'"()/*"+)6'*-1)*,"
-$6"2@'".)$,)*1&/+"0*)/="*'=*','$1-1&@',D"
we were able to answer 14 questions regard
ing the relationship between the consortia 
-$6"=-*1&.&=-1&$0"+'+>'*,3""G$"15&,"5)/*!%)$0"
session, we were able to gauge how the sup
porting members of the registry viewed the 
organization and potential improvements 
()*"15'"*'0&,1*73"":/*&$0"15&,"1&+'"15'*'"8'*'"
three reoccurring themes that appeared 
throughout the focus group: communica
tion between the registry and its consortiums, 
recruitment, and retention of patients in the 
*',='.1&@'"0*)/=,3"
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“The registry I feel has cards that they do not 
show,” said a main member of the patient 
group VCRC, clearly showing that there is 
%-.C")(".)++/$&.-1&)$D"1*/,1"-$6".)$26'$.'"
-+)$0"*'0&,1*7"-$6".)$,)*1&-",1-((3""4)1")$%7"
do consortia leaders want more trust but 
15'7"8)/%6"-%,)"%&C'"1)",''">'$'21,")("15'&*"
*'0&,1*7"-(2%&-1&)$,3""[I5)8"/,"5)8"15'"6-1-"
has real world applications,” said another 
()./,"0*)/="=-*1&.&=-$13

While communication was a reoccurring 
issue noted during the focus group, an
other area of interest was patient recruit
+'$13""U5&%'"+-$7".)$,)*1&-"-.1&@'%7"*'.*/&1"
15*)/05",).&-%"+'6&-D")(2.'"@&,&1",.*''$&$0,"
and direct mailing, many of the researchers 
would like more support from the registry to 
help with additional resources to recruit new 
+'+>'*,3"U&15"15&,"&$"+&$6D"8&15)/1"'$)/05"
new members to participate in the stud
ies, the need for retention becomes a moot 
=)&$13"A5'*'"8-,"-"0*'-1".)$.'*$"->)/1"
keeping patients engaged with the consor
tium once they were already enrolled, which 
suggests that improved communication 
.)/%6"0*'-1%7">'$'21"15'".)$,)*1&-3

While the data may seem to only point to 
what’s wrong with the registry, there was 
-"%)1")("=),&1&@'"(''6>-.C"-,"8'%%3"c))C&$0"
at the results of the focus group session, a 
majority of the responses indicate that if the 
registry developed better communication 
tactics with its supporting groups and study 
participants, a majority of communication 
=*)>%'+,"8)/%6">'",)%@'63"

Website

After analyzing both usability tests, we have 
concluded that the website is confusing, 
.%/11'*'6"-$6"6&,)*0-$&B'63"b)15",/>T'.1,"
directly stated that if they were not being 
asked to do the test as a favor, they would 
have given up on the website after about 
18)"+&$/1',3"";)$,&6'*&$0">)15",/>T'.1,"8'*'"
college students, it is safe to say they have 
6'.'$1"-+)/$1")("'N=),/*'"1)"8'>,&1'"/,'3""
The fact that they had so much trouble with 
the site gives solid evidence that the website 
needs improvement, especially if it is intend
ed to be clear enough to be read by special 
software to accommodate people with dis
->&%&1&',3"

This data shows it is necessary to update 
the RDCRN website by condensing informa
tion, rearranging the layout and making the 
()$1"-$6"&.)$,"%-*0'*3"A5&,"/=6-1'"8&%%"+-C'"
15'"8'>,&1'"'-,&'*"()*"15'"=-1&'$1,"1)"2$6"
the registration form, which will increase the 
$/+>'*")("=')=%'",&0$&$0"/=3""d&@'$"+)*'"
time, we could have improved our results by 
using more diverse subjects, and by making 
a point of including a volunteer who was as
sisted by special software to accommodate 
-"6&,->&%&173""b7"/,&$0"+)*'"6&@'*,'",/>T'.1,D"
the responses may have been more varied, 
however, we believe they would have still 
'N=),'6"15'"$''6"()*"8'>,&1'"*'@&,&)$,3
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“The
registry has a

vast amount of
potential to serve 
and educate more

individuals.”
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APPENDIX B:
Tactics
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Executive Summary
>(1'9/2,/".$F%'!/9!"9%'(/=1'511$'%,19"-9/667'/$<'%!+/!1."9/667'<1%".$1<'!#'/99#2,6"%('!(1'
campaign’s core objectives. These tactics include:

>/9!"9'PX'U6/91'/+!"961%'"$'/8<"1$91)%,19"-9',856"9/!"#$%'#$6"$1'/$<'"$',+"$!:'
Result: This will serve to inform key audiences about the RDCRN and will establish the registry 
as a trusted resource in the medical community.

Tactic 2: Place stories with television stations during strategically chosen time slots.
Result: Broadcast media outlets will reach a broad audience, generating awareness of rare 
diseases and driving word of mouth distribution of key messages.

Tactic 3: Distribute SEO optimized press releases online and posting them to the RDCRN web
site.
Results: SEO optimized press releases will help the RDCRN rank higher in search engine results, 
<+"="$.'2#+1'!+/*-9'!#'!(1"+'?15%"!1:'U#%!"$.'!(1'%/21'+161/%1%'#$'!(1'?15%"!1'?"66'.1$1+/!1'
new content, which will also help with search engine rankings.

Tactic 4: Distribute press releases with individualized pitches to key reporters at local and na
tional publications.
Result: Personalized pitches to key reporters will allow the RDCRN to gain media coverage, 
generating awareness of rare diseases and driving word of mouth distribution of key mes
sages.

Tactic 5: Create and distribute case studies and informative articles to medical journals.
Result: Placements in medical journals will help to inform the medical community about the 
RDCRN, and will also help to establish the registry as a leading force in rare disease research.

Tactic 7: Attend or speak at national awareness events.
Result: Appearances at national rare disease awareness and research events will help to 
inform the medical community and patients about the RDCRN, and will also help to establish 
the registry as a leading force in rare disease research.

Tactic 8: Improve the RDCRN’s website with clear navigation and minimalist design.
Result: A streamlined, attractive website with easytounderstand navigation will be more 
inviting, and will make it easier for people who want to join the registry to do so.

Tactic 9: Place PSAs and VNRs in local publications surrounding RDCRN centers.
Result: PSAs and VNRs will allow the RDCRN to present compelling and informative messages 
to a large audience at little or no cost, generating awareness in the communities that are 
home to RDCRN centers and driving word of mouth publicity.

Proposals for Meeting Objectives

Media Placements
>(1'=1$81%'#*'21<"/',6/9121$!'k'#$6"$1&',+"$!'/$<'!161="%"#$'k'?#86<'51$1-!'!(1'+1."%!+7'/$<'
help drive enrollment. Since the Internet is full of clutter, it is important to target  
#$6"$1',856"9/!"#$%'!(/!'+1/9('!(1'9#++19!'/8<"1$91:'A/+1)<"%1/%1'%,19"-9'#$6"$1' 
publications would allow the RDCRN to reach medical professionals and patients  
who would be the most interested in the registry. 
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Print publication placements are highly desirable, especially ones in trade or special interest 
magazines that target the RDCRN’s unique audience. While print publications may require 
more prior planning, since their stories tend to be planned far in advance, they also have the 
/<<1<'51$1-!%'#*',/%%)/6#$.'+1/<1+%(",'/$<'/'6#$.'%(16*'6"*1:'

V+#/<9/%!'21<"/',6/9121$!%'9#86<'/6%#'51$1-!'!(1'AB@AC&'%"$91'!(17'?#86<'+1/9('/'6/+.1&'
broad audience and could therefore spread a wider net. Broader awareness of the registry 
could inspire greater levels of community support and involvement, especially if broadcast 
stories are placed in areas surrounding an RDCRN center.

A media relations program such as Vocus or Cision could assist the RDCRN in targeting the 
publications and reporters that would be the most likely to write stories about or accept 
articles from the registry. Another resource for the RDCRN to gain coverage is the website, 
“Help a Reporter Out” (HARO), which sends daily emails that include reporters requesting in
formation on certain topics in order to write an article. HARO could allow the registry to gain 
national or even global coverage, if monitored regularly.

Case Studies
Case studies targeted to the medical community can raise awareness of the registry among 
a public that has the potential to reach the greatest number of potential registry members.  
Some potential case study topics include:
A/+1'<"%1/%1',+#-61%'/$<'1!"#6#.7'
Patient success stories
Rare disease research developments

Community Involvement
Community and national sponsorship of events are great ways to create awareness and 
increase membership for the registry. Participating in medical events will help the RDCRN 
develop name recognition in the medical community. Some possible events to become 
involved with include:
Health fairs
Consortia events
Rare disease conferences or trade shows
Other healthcare industry events

Social Media
The creation of social media pages for the RDCRN and/or its consortia will help facilitate 
communication within the organization. Social media offers members a way to engage in 
dialogue with consortia leaders and with each other, as opposed to only receiving informa
tion. 

The registry can utilize social media platforms to share:
RDRCN news and updates
Updates from the individual consortia
Announcements of new clinical trials
              Research results
                   RDCRN media coverage
                    Upcoming events
                    Case studies
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Obstacles
Implementation of the communications campaign can be impeded by a number of poten
tial obstacles. The RDCRN has limited personnel resources to dedicate to enacting the com
28$"9/!"#$%',6/$&'%#'!(1'2#+1'!(/!'9/$'51'<#$1'!#'2"$"2"01'<"*-986!"1%'1$9#8$!1+1<&'!(1'
more likely the plan will be able to be implemented to its full extent.

When placing stories on broadcast television, the registry may face the issue of reaching an 
increasingly selective and critical audience, empowered by technology that allows them to 
record only the broadcasts they want to watch. Digital video recorders (DVR) allow viewers 
!#'%D",'#=1+',+#.+/2%'!(17'-$<'5#+"$.'#+'9/$$#!'+16/!1'!#:'>#'/=#"<'!("%',+#5612&'"!'"%'"2,#+
tant to carefully select the appropriate station to pitch the story to, so that viewers will be 
more likely to be interested in the topic. For example, news stations with strong healthnews 
segments would be very effective for reaching a receptive audience. 

Placements on national news programs are often challenging to accomplish, but would 
reach millions of viewers as they watch the evening news. By choosing compelling and visu
ally rich stories to pitch to broadcast media, the RDCRN can improve its chances of being 
featured. In addition, offering experts from the RDCRN and its consortia as interview subjects 
for the broadcast would make the reporter’s job a little easier and would also increase the 
likelihood of the story idea being used.

Placements online and in print may often run the risk of not reaching the desired audiences, 
so stories should also be carefully targeted to the proper media outlets to reach the most 
receptive audiences. Online placements in particular should be SEO optimized as much 
/%',#%%"561&'"$'#+<1+'!#'<+"=1'?15'!+/*-9'!#'!(1'AB@AC'?15%"!1'/$<'!#'5##%!'!(1'+1."%!+7'"$'
%1/+9('1$."$1'+1%86!%:'\#+',+"$!&'"!'9#86<'51'51$1-9"/6'!#'6##D'*#+',856"9/!"#$%'!(/!'?#86<'$#+
mally end up in the waiting rooms of rare disease specialists or other similar medical profes
sionals. This would maximize the likelihood of a placed story being seen by a potential registry 
member or an interested medical professional.

Distribution of marketing materials is an easy way for the RDCRN to reach potential mem
bers, but the creation of those marketing materials can be very expensive. To minimize costs, 
the RDCRN should reuse existing designs whenever possible, and attempt to negotiate bulk 
printing rates at a discount. In addition, making updates to the materials using inhouse re
sources could also reduce costs.

Though the public relations team sees the website as an important area to improve, website 
changes can be complicated an expensive, especially if the registry doesn’t have anyone 
on staff capable of making the changes. Even so, because the website is essentially the reg
"%!+7F%'-+%!'"2,+1%%"#$'#$',#!1$!"/6'21251+%&'!(1'9#%!'#*',+#*1%%"#$/6'%1+="91%'!#'8,</!1'/$<'
improve it may be worth it in the long run. The public relations team does not recommend 
98!!"$.'9#+$1+%'?"!('!(1'?15%"!1&'1%,19"/667'%"$91'"!'"%'+1L8"+1<'!#'211!'%,19"-9'*1<1+/6'+1.8
lations.
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APPENDIX C:
Marketing Materials
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Newsletter
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Postcards
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Frequently Asked Questions
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Brochure
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Website Changes
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The Importance of Social Media

Social media interaction will allow the RDCRN to reach millions of people; the idea is to make 
sure they are reaching the appropriate audiences. Facebook and Twitter are great tools to 
use.  When using social media one needs to understand the importance of the tool. 

Posting ideas can generate followers, but listening and watching are vital. Observing the en
vironment and focusing on the people who make up the social network will help the RDCRN 
build ideas on what people want to know from them. Social media is a big player in grow
"$.'#+./$"0/!"#$F%'/?/+1$1%%'"*'8%1<'9#++19!67:'E/="$.'/$'"$/9!"=1'/99#8$!'?"66'$#!'51$1-!'
the RDCRN in the slightest, but if they are actively participating in conversation, whether it is 
relevant or not to their cause, will help create relationships on the social media platform and 
in result will grow their numbers. Generating ideas for posts can be challenging at the begin
ning of a social media campaign, but utilizing the ideal content ratio will guide new users 
more easily through the daunting process. The ideal content ratio that organizations should 
incorporate when engaging in social media is 10 percent business and sales posts, 50 per
cent opinion, news and technique posts and 40 percent fun, witty and entertaining posts. 

Forming a social network presence would allow the RDCRN to:
Communicate to patients and medical professionals
A medium for patients to communicate with consortia and medical professionals
Create an awareness for the RDCRN and its registrants 
Create a medium for medical professionals to communicate latest medical breakthroughs 

Appointing a social media expert to establish and maintain an online presence would great
67'51$1-!'!(1'AB@AC:';!'"%'"2,#+!/$!'!#',+#="<1'9#$%!/$!'8,</!1%'%#'!(/!'8%1+%'9/$'*#66#?'
/6#$.'?"!('!(1'98++1$!'1=1$!%'#*'!(1'AB@AC'/$<'"!F%'/*-6"/!1%:'

Social media presence establishes an online reputation for the registry therefore, the RDCRN 
needs to be active in monitoring what is being discussed and posted on their social net
works. Providing livetime feedback to content, comments and questions posted on public 
social media pages indicates that the registry is educated, professional and in constant 
awareness of its consortia, medical professionals and patients.

h#$"!#+"$.'%#9"/6'21<"/'/99#8$!%'!(+#8.('[##.61'W61+!%'"%'/6%#'51$1-9"/6'!#'!(1'AB@AC'
because this will give the registry an idea of what demographics they are reaching through 
their social media. Along with targeting their audience, the registry will also be able to track 
any negative posts about the registry, allowing them to respond quickly and correctly to 
+1%#6=1'/$7'9#$3"9!:

The RDCRN should strongly take into consideration joining the most popular social media site, 
Facebook. With over 500 million active users around the world, Facebook is the easiest, fast
est and free medium to reach out to individuals. Joining Facebook alone, allows the registry 
to communicate and grow through various reach out tools such as:
 Post, friendships and tags
 Create groups for the different diseases creating their own online presence 
 Create events for any sponsorship/fundraising events they may participate in
 Conduct live events such as live chats and webinars for their members to  
 attend
 Share and upload data ( live streams, press releases, etc.)
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Doing a little research can go a long way. Finding out what supporters, partners, and or col
leagues are already on the social network site will help generate followers.  Sending an email 
out shortly after establishing the new social network tool, inviting them to friend you on your 
social site will help generate growth as well as credibility. Including these social media ac
counts on the RDCRN’s website with links will also connect the users of each platform to the 
other in order to grow the numbers.

Social networking sites are a way for businesses to advertise themselves the way they want 
/!'2"$"2/6'#+'$#'9#%!:'>(1'96"1$!%'?(#'="%"!'7#8+'%#9"/6'21<"/'%"!1%'#+'?15%"!1%'(/=1'/'%,19"-9'
interest in your organization and what you do. The RDCRN should use social media to post 
relevant business and personal information they feel their constituents would want to know.  
This creates a platform for connecting with people, starting conversations and building more 
personal relationships with members. Once establishing a presence on social media plat
forms, the RDCRN can use them to evaluate their perception in their publics’ view. For exam
ple, the online website search.twitter.com allows users to monitor what people are tweeting 
about them or topics of mutual interest.
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APPENDIX D:
Detailed Calendar
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RDCRN Timetable and Calendar

Campaign start: Monday, January 2, 2012

Campaign end: Monday, December 31, 2012

PreCampaign
P:J'U6/$'9#$!1$!'*#+'-+%!'$1?%61!!1+:'[/!(1+'$191%%/+7'"$*#+2/!"#$&'9#$<89!'"$!1+="1?%'/$<'
begin crafting stories.
2.) Gather information needed to update the following:
5+#9(8+1%'/$<'3"1+%
3.) Patient advocacy group information packets
physician and registrant packets
4.) Determine events to participate in nationally, including conferences, workshops, rallies, 
etc. 
5.) Contact event coordinators as needed to obtain space, speaking opportunities or 
!"9D1!%:)\"$/6"01'$1?%61!!1+'9#$!1$!'/$<'6/7#8!:'G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:
\"$/6"01'8,</!1<'5+#9(8+1%&'3"1+%&',/9D1!%&'1!9:'G1$<'!#',+"$!1+:

January
P:J'A161/%1'/$'S#,1$"$.T'$1?%61!!1+'="/'1)2/"6:'C1?%61!!1+'?"66'51'+161/%1<'!(1'-+%!'?11D'#*'
every other month, on Wednesday. Items to cover include: [week 1]
 Campaign goals and objectives
 Success stories
 Grants (new and incoming) 
 “Physician Spotlight”
 Upcoming events; event calendar; “Awareness Dates”
 Giving opportunities
2.) Newsletter content should be compiled 3rd week of the month for the next month’s news
letter.
3.)S ome newsletter content can be reused for press releases. 
e:J'A161/%1'8,</!1<'5+#9(8+1%'/$<'3"1+%'l?11D'Pm
5.) Distribute new registrant packets and physician packets [week 1]
6.) Begin distribution of updated patient advocate information packets [week 3]
O:J'@#$-+2'?15%"!1'8,</!1%'/+1'"2,6121$!1<'*#+'9/2,/".$:'n,</!1%'!#'!(1'%"!1'?"66'51'/$'
ongoing task throughout the entire campaign. 
o:J'\6"1+%'%(#86<'51'%1$!'#8!'Pd)Pe'</7%'51*#+1'/$7'%9(1<861<'1=1$!%:'>(1+1'/+1'$#'%,19"-9'
</!1%'*#+'1=1$!%'/!'!("%'!"21&'(#?1=1+&'!(1'AB@AC'9/$'/%%".$'3"1+%'!#'51'2/<1'/%'1=1$!%'/+1'
+/$<#267'%9(1<861<:';*'/$'1=1$!',1+!/"$%'!#'/'%,19"-9'9#$%#+!"/&'!(/!'9#$%#+!"/'%(#86<'%1$<'
#8!'3"1+%:
9.) Press releases will be distributed as appropriate, such as in the event of new research dis
coveries, addition of new consortia, etc. The RDCRN should try to release at least one press 
release per month. Some newsletter content can be reused for press releases. 
10.) Release the updated RDCRN brochure. Only one brochure is necessary for the year, as 
the RDCRN has limited resources for creating the materials. 
11.) Plan postcard content and conduct necessary research and/or interviews.
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February
1.) Finalize postcard content and layout.
2.) Begin release of bimonthly postcard. Postcard will highlight new and ongoing research 
/$<'"2,#+!/$!'8,</!1%'*#+',/!"1$!%:'>(1',#%!9/+<'"%'+1."%!+7)%,19"-9:'U#%!9/+<'?"66'51'<"%!+"58!
ed the second week of every other month, on Monday. (February, April, June, August, Octo
ber and December). [week 2]
3.) Plan content for newsletter. Gather necessary information, conduct interviews and begin 
crafting stories.
e:J'\"$/6"01'$1?%61!!1+'9#$!1$!'/$<'6/7#8!:'G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

March
1.) Release newsletter for March.
2.) Plan postcard content and conduct necessary research and/or interviews.

April
1.) Finalize postcard content and layout.
2.) Release postcard.
3.) Plan content for newsletter. Gather necessary information, conduct interviews and begin 
crafting stories.
e:J'\"$/6"01'$1?%61!!1+'9#$!1$!'/$<'6/7#8!:'G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

May
1.) Release newsletter for May.
2.) Plan postcard content and conduct necessary research and/or interviews.

June
1.) Finalize postcard content and layout.
2.) Release postcard.
3.) Plan content for newsletter. Gather necessary information, conduct interviews and begin 
crafting stories.
e:J'\"$/6"01'$1?%61!!1+'9#$!1$!'/$<'6/7#8!:'G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

July
1.) Release newsletter for July.
2.) Plan postcard content and conduct necessary research and/or interviews.

August
1.) Finalize postcard content and layout.
2.) Release postcard.
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3.) Plan content for newsletter. Gather necessary information, conduct interviews and begin 
crafting stories.
e:J'\"$/6"01'$1?%61!!1+'9#$!1$!'/$<'6/7#8!:'G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

September
1.) Release newsletter  for September.
2.) Plan postcard content and conduct necessary research and/or interviews.

October
1.) Finalize postcard content and layout.
2.) Release postcard.
3.) Plan content for newsletter. Gather necessary information, conduct interviews and begin 
crafting stories.
e:J'\"$/6"01'$1?%61!!1+'9#$!1$!'/$<'6/7#8!:'G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:

November 
1.) Release newsletter for November.
2.) Plan postcard content and conduct necessary research and/or interviews.

December
1.) Begin updating marketing objectives for next calendar year. [entire month] 
2.) Send out a “Happy Holidays” postcard. 
3.) Plan content for newsletter. Gather necessary information, conduct interviews and begin 
crafting stories.
e:J'\"$/6"01'$1?%61!!1+'9#$!1$!'/$<'6/7#8!:'G852"!'*#+'-$/6'1<"!%'/$<'/,,+#=/6:
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